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ABSTRACT

By using thermal vacuum annealing treatment, an oxide film is formed on the

surface of 316L stainless steel. The characteristics of the oxide films are governed by

vacuum heat-treatment systems, wherein temperature, time and oxygen pressure are the

three primary factors.

The pressure of the vacuum system was nearly 5x10-6 torr. Seven types of samples were

used to investigate the effect of surface treatment, annealing temperature and time on the

corrosion resistance of the oxide film. The range of the annealing temperature was from

200"C to 600oC. Time in these experiments were 30 min, 90 min and 150 min.

Furthermore, Electrochemical polarization technique was used to evaluate the

corrosion resistance of the oxide film. Through polarization curve, critical potential, E.,

protection potential, Eo, rest potential, E¡s5¡ , pâssive current density, ipæs and corrosion

rate can be obtained. The differences between E. and Ers5¡ and E. and Eo were used to

evaluate the pitting resistance and crevice corrosion resistance of the oxide hlm. The

larger the difference of Ec and Erest, the higher the pitting resistance of the specimen

while the smaller difference of E. and Eo, the higher crevice corrosion resistance of the

specimen. Moreover, Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy(SlMs) is a major tool in the

experiment for analyzing the distribution of the elements through the depth of the oxide

film.

It is found that the oxide film formed at 200oC and 400oC showed increased Cr

contents and decreased Fe contents in the oxide film compared to the bulk material. A

region of essentially constant CrlO ration and Si/O ratio in the oxide films tbrrned at



room temperature, 200"C and 400'C were attained. The constant ratio indicates the

presence of stoichmetric chromium oxide and silicon oxide. No region of constant Fe/O

ration was observed. Moreover, mechanical polishing the surface of the specimens to

0.25¡rm significantly improved the pitting resistance of the oxide f,rlm compared ro

sanding the surface to 600 grit paper. As temperature increased from 200'C to 400"C, the

thickness of the oxide film increased twice while the corrosion resistance decreased. Film

formed at 500'C and 600"C offered no corrosion resistance to the stainless steel. In

addition, oxide formation times at 400'C in excess of 90 min were detrimental to

corrosion resistance of the specimens.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Austenitic stainless steels are widely used in applications requiring resistance to

corrosion and high temperature oxidation. However. for applications in chloride

solutions, such as surgical implants, austenitic stainless steels are sr-rbject to localized

crevice and pitting corrosion. This deficiency detracts from the performance of austenitic

stainless steels and improving the localized corrosion resistance would greatly increase

their utility.

Passivation treatments involving nitric acid are often used to modify the oxide film

and enhance the corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels. Surgical implants

receive a passivation treatment but essentially all multi-component, stainless steel

implants suffer from localized crevice and pitting corrosion at locations between screws

and plates or wherever two surfaces contact.

The oxide film on stainless steel can be thickened by heat treatment in air at elevated

temperatures. However, such films are porous and non-coherent and do not increase the

corrosion resistance of the stainless steel. There is a possibility that oxide films formed in

vacuum at elevated temperature may be less porous and retain coherency.

The objective of our experiments is to cease the corrosion of type 3i6L stainless steel

by artificially increasing the thickness of the oxide film which was formed at elevated

temperature in a vacuum of about 5xl0-6 torr. The thickness of the filni was varied by

varying the temperature between 200'C and 600'C. The composition and thickness of the

oxide film were determined using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). The

electrochemical behavior was established using the cyclic dynamic polarization techniqr,re

where the corrosion behavior is characterized by the parameters of corrosion potential



(E.o,,), critical pitting potential (E.), protection potential (Eo), and the passive culrent

density (lo).



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Stainless steels

Stainless steel refers to an iron alloy rvith a chromium content of not less than l0%.

Stainless steel possesses characteristics of corrosion resistance due to a thin, protective

ch¡omium oxide film forming on the surface when the alloy is exposed to the corrosive

environment. The film is essentially insoluble, self-healing and nonporous. Generally, to

obtain adequate corrosion protection, the content of chromium in the film is required to

be more than l2%o, and chromium contents of I TYo or more are utilized for protection in

severe environments. Most stainless steels can be used in marine environment, fresh

water, and oxidizing atmospheres at elevated temperature. Some are also resistant to salt

water and oxidizing chemicals trl.

There are five kinds of stainless steels: fenitic, austenitic, martensitic, precipitation

hardening and duplex stainless steels. Type 316 stainless steel belongs to the austenitic

stainless steel class. Austenitic stainless steel, because of the addition of nickel which is

an austenite-stabilizing element, maintains the austenitic, face centered cubic (FCC)

structure, at room temperature. It has excellent ductility, formability, and low-

temperature impact properties and corrosion resistancelt]. Its strength is obtained by

extensive solid solution strengthening.

Type 316 stainless steel contains 16-18% chromium, 10-14% nickel, and2-3Yo Mo.

Type 3l6L stainless steel, which is the low-carbon version for welding applications, has

more colrosion resistance than other austenitic stainless steel, such as Type 302 or Type

304 alloys. The corrosion resistance of type 316 and 3l6L stainless steel is primarily

affected by alloying elements, heat treatment, surface condition, and impurities in the



steel. Alloying elements play a significant role in influencing the corrosion resistarrce of

stainless steels.

Chromium is the most important element in stainless steel for it provides both

corrosion resistance and strength. The corrosion resistance is obtained by a protective

oxide layer on the surface of the alloy. The film is first observed to form at Cr contents of

about 10.5% Crt2l, but this aff-ords only mild atmospheric protection. Increasing the

chromium content of the stainless steel to l2-18%Cr greatly increases the stability of the

fìlm. Ch¡omium content in excess of about 20o/o may adversely affect the mechanical

properties, fabricability and weldability of the alloy.

Molybdenum, combined with chromium, is very effective in stabilizing the passive

film in the presence of chloride ion. It may effectively increase the resistance to the

initiation of pitting and crevice corrosion, and has a modifying influence on the corrosion

processes over a wide range of potential, including crevice corrosion at lower potentials

and chloride-induced pitting at higher potentialtsl.

Nickel is an austenite (FCC structure) former and tends to eliminate ferrite. the body

centered cubic (BCC) stmcture. It also enhances mechanical properties and fabrication

characteristics such as formability and weldability. Ni also promotes formation of the

passive oxide film in a reducing environment.

Nitrogen is beneficial to austenitic stainless steels in enhancing pitting resistance

because it retards the formation of the detrimental chromium-molybdenum o phase and

increases the corrosion resistance ofthe austenitic phase.



Manganese has detrimental influences on the corrosion resistance. especially the

pitting resistance of the alloy. It interacts with sulfur to form manganese sulfides r,vhich

may become the initiation sites for pitting corrosion.

Carbon is an element used for hardening alloys. However, it is detrimental to

corrosion resistance in austenitic stainless steel due to its reaction with Cr to form Cr23C6

at grain boundaries which leads to the intergrular corrosion of stainless steels.

Since type 316 and type 316L stainless steels have generally good coposion

resistance, they are widely used in various fields of industry. For example, in the food

and beverage industry, type 316 and type 3l6L stainless steels are applied as piping and

tubing in breweries and machine parts for beverage-dispensing equipment; in the oil and

gas industry as lining and tray components, tower piping and heat-exchanger tubes; in the

pulp and paper industry as containers.

In addition, in the past 50 years, type 3l6L stainless steel has found another important

application as a surgical implant material. According to strict medical standards, the

metals used in the human body must be compatible with the body, must not introduce

toxic species, and must not bring about poisonous reactions with body fluids. The

widespread application of type 3 l6L stainless steel as an orthopedic implant marerial

further confirms its corrosive resistance.

However, with long-time exposure to corrosive environments that contain chlo¡ide

ions, failures still occur with type 316 and type 316L stainless steels. Investigations

verified that the main reasons for failures were pitting, crevice corrosion and corrosion

fatigue. with pitting being the most conìmon form of corrosion for type 3l6L stainless

steel.



After examining a failed type 3 l6L stainless steel Austein fernormal head prosthesis

by scanning electron microscopy, Sivakumar and Kamachi t5l found that in spite of the

recent innovative metallurgical and technological advances in the design of implants to

improve the life of the implants, fäih-rres of implants did occr-rr due to microcracks whicl-r

originated fiom pits on the prosthesis as Fig. I shows.

Fig. I Scanning electron micrograph showing a higher-magnification view of the crack

on the failed implant. It indicates that the cracks were associated with the pitstsl.

Likewise, Magrin et altól concluded from the fractures of some osteosythesis type

316L plates applied during orthopedic surgery, that the fracture was a consequence of

mechanical and chemical interaction with the biological environment and pits were

usually the origin of the cracks.

Sivakumar et altTl studied the cracking that occurred in a type 3l6L stainless steel.

Ktrntscher clover-leaf intramedullary rod which had been implanted in the right femur of

27 year old man. SEM and microprobe analysis showed that a high inclusion content and

a low Mo content decreased the pitting resistance of the implant which resulted in failure.

A potentiodynamic anodic polarization technique was used to conf,rrm this conclusion.
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Fig.2 Resistance of austenitic stainless steels containing
2.1 to 4.4YoMo to localized corrosion[2].

Fig. 2t2J shows the resistance to localized corrosion of austenitic stainless steels in a

paper mill bleach plant environment. In general, pits are deepest in the alloys containing

the least Mo which confirms the beneficial effect of higher Mo concentrations.

The corrosion of liner plates t3l made of AISI type 3l6L stainless steel in the flash

chambers of a multistage flash desalination plant located on the Arabian Gulf coast r,vas

investigated. These liner plates incurred severe corïosion during only six years of

operation. The results showed that commercial grade type 3l6L stainless steel was

susceptible to pitting, crevice and grain boundary corrosion under the operation

conditions in the desalination plant.

Furthermore, some investigationstul have shown that stress corrosion cracking r.vhich

occtured around the weld zone of SUS 3l6L stainless steel in a waste water pr.rrification

825 S.28



ptant using active carbon originated from pitting sites, and the active carbon promoted the

occurrence of pitting corrosion.

Son're techniques have been developed to improve the pitting corrosion resistance of

type 316 and type 3l6L stainless steels. Metallic/organic coatings and oxide films are two

useful methods to protect atloys against pitting. Coatings can be divided into metallic

coatings and organic coatings. A metallic coating is a protection layer consisting of an

anti-corrosion metal such as cadmium, copper, gold, etc., on the surface of the substrate

metal. The protective function of an organic coating depends on the fact that organic

chemicals generally do not corrode in basic, acid or salt solutions. However,

metallic/organic coatings may also create some problems. Firstly, organic chemicals may

pollute the environment. Secondly, the difference of the potentials existing betrveen a

metallic coating and the substrate metal may cause galvanic corrosion if the coating is

damaged. If the substrate metal is anodic and the metallic coating is cathodic, galvanic

corrosion leads to the damage of the substrate metal.

The presence of an oxide film is another protective method for some metals and

alloys. It can be utilized only for the alloys containing elements which can be oxidized,

such as chromium, aiuminum. These elements can react with 'cxygen tc form a

continuously coherent oxide layer on the surface of the substrate metal which acts as a

barrier to isolate the metal from the environment. Compared to coatings, oxide films have

unique advantages. Firstly, the oxides pose little threat to the environment or the human

body. Secondly, if the oxide film is damaged, it will not promote the corrosion of the

substrate metal and is self-healing if oxygen is present in the environment. Thirdly, the

thickness of oxide film is usually less than l00nm in thickness so that it will not



significantly change the size of the products. Therefore, in recent years, the formation of

an oxide film has become the primary protective method for surgical implants of type

3l6L stainless steel.

ASTM specification F86-91 "Standard Practice for Surface Preparation and Marking

of Metallic Surgical Implants" provides details for enhancing the oxide film on surgical

stainless steel implants.



B. Electrochemistry of Corrosion

8.1 Thermodynamic Basis of Corrosion

Conosion is the deterioration of metals dLre to reaction with the environment

surrounding them. In general, a corroding system consists of two spontaneous coupied

reactions: an anodic/oxidation reaction and a cathodic/reduction reaction, which both take

place at the interface of the metal and an aqueous environmenttel. The reaction in which

electrons are removed from the metal by chemical species from the aqueous environment

is called oxidation or the anodic reaction. Reduction or the cathodic reaction is

characterized by the consumption of electrons on the cathodic surfaces. As a result, the

exchange of electrons between the two reactions produces an electric current and electric

potential on the metal surface. Furthermore, the supply and consumption of electrons in

the two coupled reactions is balanced. For example, oxidation of iron occurs while iron

is immersed in an oxidizing solution, which leads to the transformation of Fe into Fe2*, as

shown in equation (t1tet.

Fe -+ Fe2* + 2e ......(l)

Meanwhile, this reaction is balanced by a reduction reaction involving the gain of

electrons. If the solution is acidic, a possible cathodic reaction is the evolution of

hydrogen:

2H' + 2e -+ H2 (acid solutions) ......(2)

Or:

02 + 4H* +4e -+ 2HzO (acid solution) ......(3)

If the solution is neutral or basic (such as water or seawater exposed to the

atmosphere), the hydrogen content in the solution is far lower than that in acidic solution,

t0



and the cathodic reaction involves the absorption of dissolved oxygen instead of the

evolution of hydrogen. Its reactive formula becomes:

The overall reaction is:

2Fe + 2HzO + Oz + 2Fe2* + 4OH- -+ 2Fe(OH)2 ......(5)

In the reaction, ferrous hydroxide precipitates from the solution and Fe is oxidized to

the ferric salt:

4Fe(OH)2 + 2HzO + Oz -+ 4Fe(OH)3......(6)

For an isolated electrode reaction such as equation (1). a dynamic equilibrium will be

established on the electrode surface when the accumulation of electrons on the metal

creates a characteristic potential relative to the solution.

REACTION COORDINATE

Fig.3 Schematic energy prof,rle for equilibrium at an electrode.
AG* is the activation Gibbs free energylr0].

As Fig.3tl0l shows, if the metal undergoes an oxidation reaction and metal atoms are

converted into ions, there is a energy barrier which the atoms or ions must overcome.

The energy that must be acquired to overcome the energl' barrier is called the activation

ll



energy, 
^G' 

. At a given constant temperature, the activation energy is derived from a

form of the Van't Hoff reaction isotherm[10]:

AG = AGo + RTIn J ......(7)

rvhere R is the gas constant, 8.314 J/mol, T is the absolute temperature, J is the activity

quotient corresponding to a free energy change AG:

¡ - 
Opro.lucrt xOproductl x.''etc'

0,.""tantl X 0r"o.ton,2 x "' etc'

AGo is the standard Gibbs energy change for all reactants in their standard state. If

the concentrations of metal ions are maintained at unit activity, each solution contains

approximately I gram-atomic weight of metal ion per liter.

Since the system always has a tendency to transform to its lowest energy state (if AG

is negative), this indicates a loss in Gibbs energy and no external forces are needed to act

on the system. If AG is positive, this means that the transition represents an increase in

Gibbs energy and requires that additional energy be added to the system. Thus, the

direction of a reaction is reflected by this parameter.

In an electrode reaction, AG is balanced by the potential that the electrode acquires.

The expression is tel

and

AGo: -ZFE' ......(8.b)

where Z is the number of electrons involved in the reaction,

F is the Faraday constant, 96,481coulombs equiv-I,

t2



E equals the cell potential,

Eo is the standard electrode potential, corresponding to AGo, which is related to

the inherent nature of the reactants.

From equation (8a) and (8b), rve can see that, in fact, the electrode potential is a

representation of the energy change in the reaction, which is the principal factor in

determining what the reaction will be. For example, as the potential of Fe in neutral

aerated water is increased, the favored reaction for iron is the dissolution or corrosion of

iron into the soluble ions, Fe2*, which continuously diffuse into the solution. If the

potential is raised to an appropriate value, the ions of Fe2* acquire electrons and deposit

on the metal surface as solid iron, and this reaction becomes the primary reaction in the

solution.

The free-energy change associated with an electrochemical reaction can be studied in

an electrochemical cell containing anodic and cathodic electrodes in equilibrium with

their ions but separated by a porous membrane. The concentration of metallic ions is

maintained at unit activity and the dissolution and deposition of the metal must be

equilibrated. These equilibratory electrodes are called half-cells. If the concentrations of

all reactants are at unit activity, they are termed standard half-cells.

An electrode's potential cannot be measured in absolute terms, but can be indirectly

obtained by comparing with a reference electrode, such as a standard saturated calomel

electrode (SCE) or standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), as equation (9) shows.

Emetal = E,n.*ur. -Eretèrence """(9)

Therefore, the corrosion potential can be obtained by calculating the difference of

potentials between the cathode and anode. The formula is written as:

r3



E.or: Ecurh - E¿¡6¿......'(10)

If the reactants are not at unit activity, the Nernst equationtl0l as indicated in equation

(l l) should be applied:

--" RT 
1n 

ooxi'le ......fit=t *zF 
0,",r

where cr6¡¡6 is the activities (concentrations) of oxidized

(concentrations) of reduced species.

r)

species, and crr.¿ is the activities

Thus, the potential of any reaction is not only determined by the concentration of the

reactants, but also by temperature, the number of electrons participating in the reaction

and the inherent nature of the reactants as well.

In any electrochemical reaction, most of the negative or active electrodes tend to give

rise to an oxidation reaction, whereas the positive or noble electrode tends to produce a

reduction reaction.

8.2 Kinetics of Electrodes

The direction of a reaction may be determined by the change of Gibbs free

energy,AG*, bu the velocity of the reaction can not be predicteci by this parameter. in

fact, in electrode reactions, the kinetics or the rate of the corrosion is of more interest.

The reaction rate, r, which is the fraction of substances transforming in a small time span.

depends on the value of the activation energy and temperature. Their relationship can be

formulated by the Arrhenius equationill0l as follows.

. = n.*p{......(12)^RT
where r is the corrosion rate (number of moles dissolving per second).
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ln equation (12), A is given by:

^=,,[+),

where f is the vibration frequency of the atom in the corroding solid (= 1012/s). N, :
number of atom per unit area on the solid surface, No is Avogadro's number, c¿ is the

probability that an atom on the surface where processes. The energy AG is vibrating in

the right direction to leave the solid (cr = 10-3¡ and p is the probability that an atom ready

to leave the surface can be accommodated in the corroding solution (p = 1).

The electrode reaction is the process whereby ions are transported befween the

electrodes to exchange electric charges. Thus, the reaction rate, r, can be further

characÍerized by the electric current, i, as indicated in equation (13;tlol.

¡ = ¡.*o-AG' = r.*p4l'.....(13)^RT RT

where 
^G* 

is the activation energy, K and k are constants depending on

on the ion activity and which are related to A, given by previously.

Equation (13) is very important in predicting the rate of corrosion

measured easily during the reaction.

8.2.1 Kinetics of Equilibrium on an Electrode

The equilibrium on an electrode is dynamic and ions are produced

simultaneously at the electrode surface.

the process and

since E can be

and discharged

Mn* +ne -+ M and M-ne-+M "*

The metal atoms dissolve into the solution and become ions by losing electrons while

the metallic ions gain electrons and then deposit on the electrode surface as solid metal.

The rates at which the metal dissolves and ions deposit on the metal surface are equal,
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since the electrodes are in equilibrium. Thus, there is no change in Gibbs energy. ÂG, in

both processes. The rate of anodic reaction is the same as the rate of the cathodic reaction

and the relationship can be represented by:

io =i. -io =t.*n_S=r"*ff......(14)

where io is the cllrrent density for the anodic reaction,

i. is the current density for the cathodic reaction,

io is called the exchange current density which represents the rate of

transformation of the substances at the interface.

8.2.2 Polarization

When a net oxidation or reduction process occurs at the electrode interface, the

electrodes will no longer be at their equilibrium potential. The displacement of electrode

potential from the equilibrium potential resulting from a net current is called polarization.

the magnitude of r.vhich is frequently measured in terms of the overvoltage. usually

abbreviated as 11.

r=E¡ -80......(15)

where E¡ is the potential of the metal at the applied current density i ,

E0 is the equilibrium potential of the metal also called the reversable potential.

This polarizatiotr may be either anodic or cathodic. Electrochemical polarization is

dividecl into two rlain types, activation and concentration polarization.

8.2.2.1 Activation Polarization
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Activation polarization refers to control of an electrochemical reaction by a slow step

reaction at the metal-electrolyte interface. The slow step can be the electron-transfer

process or the formation of corrosion products[e]. Mo..ouer, when the equilibrium is

disturbed it is always associated with changes of the activation energies of dissolution

and deposition. The free energy profile of an electrode process dominated by activation

polarization is shown in Fig. 4tr0l. where the electrode is assumed to be anodically

polarized with an overpotential of voltage, n.

Fig.4 Schematic energy profile for activation polarization at an electrode:

^G+ 
: activation Gibbs free energy, TN: anodic overpotential

At the equilibrium condition, the activation energies for anodic and cathodic reaction

are both equal to the activation energy AG-. However, when polarization occurs, the

energy of the metal increases by ZFq and the activation energy of the anodic reaction

decreases by (l-a)ZFr1, where s is the symmetry factor defining the position of the point

of the maximum in Fig.4. Hence. from equation (13)tl0l, the anodic current, io, can be

obtained:

ACTIVA,TED
COMPLEX

REACTION COORDINATE
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- f^G' - (1 - a)ZFnl ,,i"=kexp:......(16)

For the cathodic reaction, the activation energy is increased uZFrl by the

polarization. Similarly, the cathodic current, i., is obtained from equation (13),

'" 
=o.*ol4*#Ð....(17)

The net corrosion cunent is the difference of the two partial currents, as follows:

aZF\ -(l-u)ZFrl

in., = io[e *r -e Rr ]"""(18)

Equation (18) is called the Butler-Volmer equation(BvE) t'21. If the polarization is

anodic and 4 > 0.IV, the value of i. can be neglected, or irorr= iu. If the polarization is

cathodic and q < -0.1V, the value of iu can be neglected, or i.or, = i.. Then ¡ is represented

bytt t1'

q = plogio tplogi......(19)

where 11 is overvoltage, i is the rate of oxidation or reduction in terms of current density

and P is a Tafel constant, which is related with the characteristics of the solution.

Equation (19) is called the Tafel equation which is used to construct the E-loglil

diagram for polarization studies.
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Fig.5 Schematic cathodic and anodic polarization curvelr2l

As Fig.5 shows, when a logarithmic current coordination is used, the relationship

between overvoltage (or potential) and current density is a linear function.

Experimentally, B can be obtained from the slope of the anodic/cathodic polarization

curve as shown in equation(19¡ttol.

B - 2'3o3RT .....'eo\
(l - a)ZF

Furthe¡more, in the E-log li l¿iugturn, all potentials are more negative than the

reversible potential when a net reduction occurs, and all potentials are more positive than

the reversible potential when a net oxidation occurs. At the reversible potential, there is

no net oxidation or reduction because both reaction rates are equal at this intersection

point.
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If c¿:0.5, equation (18) becomes['ol'

i = 2i,sinhff - -tozIn. .....(22)

Thus the relationship between i and q is linear.

8.2.2.2 Concentration Polarization

Concentration polarization actually is an electrochemical reaction, the rate of which

is controlled by diffusion in the electrolyte. As Fig. 6 showsllol I-+"o indicates a

limiting diffusion current density, i¡, which represents the maximum rate of reduction for

a given system. Because there exists a limiting rate at which ions can carry charges

through the solution to/from the electrode,

oZFrt -( l-a)ZFrl 7Ê^
i = io[e Rr -e Rr ] = 2iosinh 

^i 
.....(21)

If q is very small, <lOmv, equation (21) becomes:

. DZFCl, =J......(23)"X

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the reacting ions,

Ce is the concentration of the reacting ions in the bulk solution,

x is the thickness of the diffusion layer.

Thus, the rate of corrosion may be changed by increasing the concentration of the

reacting ions, and decreasing the thickness of the diffusion layer by stining the solution.
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Fig.6 Logarithmic plot of current density, i, overvoltage,r'¡, for a polarized electrode,
showing limiting current density due to concentration polarizationtl0l.

The relationship between reaction rate and overvoltage fol concentration

polarization istel :

ui
(9

t-
J
o
É,
t¡t

o

R]11= ,ln(l _l¡ ...(24)'zFiL

In fact, both activation and concentration polarization usually occur at an electrode.

At low reaction rates, activation polarization usually dominates the reaction pace,

whereas at higher reaction rates, concentration polarization will control the ¡eaction

process. The total polarization of an electrode is the sum of the contributions of activation

polarization and concentration polarization, which is formulated by equation (25; ttol.

2I

where ql is total overvoltage,



11u is the overvoltage of activation polarization,

r"¡. is the overvoltage of concentration polarization.

B.2.3 Passivation

8.2.3.1 Basic Principle of Passivation

Usually, passivation refers to the loss of chemical reactivity under certain condition.

Faraday t'ol suggested that passivation was caused by an invisible oxide film or an

oxidative state of the metal surface, which was able to prevent contact between the metal

and the solution. However, not all the oxides or hydroxides have a protective function. To

be protective, an oxide film must be coherent and adherent to the metal surface and must

be impervious to the solution.

The passivation of a specific metal or alloy is governed by anodic polarization

characteristics, i. e., the current at the surface of a metal or alloy is a function of the

potential applied to it.

logi

Fig.Ttrol Schematic anodic polarization characteristics
for a stainless steel in an acidic aqueous medium.
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Fig.7 illustrates the typical behavior of passivation of a metal. The electrochemical

characteristics of the passive metal can be divided into three regions: active, passive and

transpassive. In the active region, the current density or the rate of dissolution of the

metal increases with the increase of anodic potential. After the current density reaches its

maximum. I.,¡1, it becomes independent of the potential and passivation of the metal

occurs in the solution. When the metal is in the passive region, the critical anodic current

is symbolized by ip*r. Normally, ip*, is smaller than i.,¡¡. At high anodic potentials, the

current density will increase rapidly and this region in the anodic polarization curve is

called the transpassive region. In this the transpassive region, the rate of metal corrosion

will increase greatly with small increases in potential. The potential at the transition from

the passive region to the transpassive region is called the breakdown potential Es, which

indicates the breakdown of the oxide film and the appearance of pitting on the metal

surface.

From the anodic polarization area, it is possible to determine the region of passive

potential, the rate of passive corrosion and the conditions necessary for achieving

passivity.
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the anodic polarization of
an active-passive metal in the presence of an oxidi rerl")

Fig.StlzJ shows four different conditions whereby cathodic polarization curves

intersect the anodic polarization curve. Cathodic line(l) meets the anodic curve in the

passive region and because the line has no intersections with the active dissolution curve,

the rate of corrosion in this condition is very small. For this case the metal incurs

passivation. For line(2), the cathodic curve intersects the anodic curve in points A and C,

which represent corrosion potentials. Point A corresponds to a bare surface r-rndergoing

active dissolution, which results in pitting. Otherwise, point C infers the passivation of

the metal. Line (3) represents active dissolution of the metal, because the cathodic and

anodic curves meet in the active region. For line (4), the cathodic curve crosses the

transpassive region of the anodic polarization curve. At this intersection there is a large

current density and extensive pitting corrosion will result.

8.2.3.2 Factors influencing the polarization characteristics

The breakdown of the oxide film in a solution can be caused by cathodic recluction,

chemical dissolution or attack on the underlying rnetal at a film imperfection. Tr.vo
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environlnental factors that influence the polarization characteristics of stainless steel are

pH and the presence or absence of Cl- or Br- ions.

In acid media, there are active, passive and transpassive ranges lvith the potentials

rising in the cathodic polarization curve of stainless steel, but there is no active range for

steel in neutral media. The steel is either immune or passive below the breakdown

potential under this condition. However, when chloride or bromide ions are introcluced

into the solution, the anodic polarization is quite different. The passive range is

terminated by the intervention of a current at a potential Epp, which is called the pitting

potential. The value of Eoo in solutions containing Cl- ion is much lorver than that in a

solution without Cl- ion. With the concentration of chloride ions increasing, the pitting

potential moves to a progressively lower value and is less positive than the breakdor,vn

potential.

The compositions of alloys also can effect the passivation characterizationsll2l.

(i) Increasing the chromium content may lower passivating potentials and higher

breakdown pitting potentials, reduced passive current densities, critical cunent

(iii)

densities. These benefit the corrosion resistance of the alloys.

Addition of nickel decreases the critical current density without affecting the

passivation potential.

Addition of molybdenum leads to lower critical cunent densities and increased

pitting potentials.

(ii)
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B. 3 Pitting

8.3.1 Initiation of pitting

Pitting is a form of localized corrosion that results in the metal dissolving

preferentially from vulnerable areas on the surface. In practice. the surface of the metal

or alloy has some chemical inhomogeneties or physical defects that are more sLtsceptible

to attack in aggressive environments compared with the remaining surface. This

susceptibility will increase with the number of local imperfections in the passive film on

the surface. When the passive f,rlm breaks down at small isolated sites scaftered over the

metal surface, local active/passive cells are created and pitting occurs. Some nonmetallic

inclusions, e.g. sulfides and sulfide-oxide inclusions and second phase precipitates, are

able to nucleate pits in a variety of iron and nickel-based alloystl6-231. Therefore. the

chemical composition of the passive film, its structure, chemical and physical properties,

coherence, and thickness are of paramount significance in the nucleation and propagation

of localized corrosion.

Usually, pitting corrosion leads to the formation of cavities in passivated metals or

alloys exposed to nearly neutral solutions containing aggressive anions, especially

chloride. There are two general forms of the pitting caused by the breakdown of the

passive film on a metal or alloy: low potential pitting and high potential pitting. The

former follows cathodic or self-activation and is generally characterized by etchinet2al.

the latter follows anodic action in the presence of the factors leading to film breakdorvn.

and occurs in the form of hemispherical pitstrsl.

It is generally acknowledged that inhomogeneities in the chemical composition of the

surface will affect the protective properties of a passive film more strongly than phy'sical
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defects. The following features are thought to induce the formation of weak spots in the

passive filmtrl:

(i) Breakdown between the metal matrix and nonmetallic inclusions where

differences of thermal expansion coefficients exist.

(ii) Inclusions having greater chemical reactivity than that of the metal or alloy

itself.

(iii) Grain boundaries at which some impurities segregate.

(iv) Flaws or various kinds of mechanical damage.

(v) Dislocations.

The role of sulfide inclusions as favored pit nucleation sites on stainless steel was

recognized some time agot2sl. The forms of sulfide inclusions in stainless steels inch-rde

sulfide particles, sulfide inclusions such as (Cr, Mn)S, (Al, Cr,Mn)S, TiSx, and also

mixed sulfide-silicate inclusions[26].

Kim et al.[27] examined the effect of S and Ni on the pitting resistance of 316L

stainless steel in 3.5%NaCl +lN HzSO+ solution by anodic polarization. They found that

increasing the content of S in the alloys led to increase the amount and distribution area

of sulfide inclusion, therefore the result was the deterioration of corrosion resistance of

alloys. in addition, the reduction in Ni content led to the decrease pitting resistance due to

the increased amount of the inclusions.

Not all sulfide inclusions are effective nucleating sites for pitting corrosion. Both

ferritic l3YoCr steels t3rl and austenitic stainless steels [32] contain (Mn,Fe)S sulfides. In

steels containing approximately 0.3 To 0.60/o Mn, a portion of Mn segregates in the

sulfides. As the Mn content increases, it replaces Cr in the sulfides. Chromium-rich
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sulfìdes are resistant to salt spray (5%NaCl solution), while MnS is readily attacked by

this medium. Further, the dissolution products may stimulate anodic corrosion of the

stainless steel.

Azuma and Hirata t28l investigated two types of 3l6L stainless steel: a conventional

steel and a purified, low Mn one, corroded by moist Cl2 gas. Using secondary ion mass

spectroscopy analysis, they found that Mn '"vas enriched on the attack part of the surface

oxide film. The preferential attack was considered to be caused by the deposition of Mn.

Jackson et al[2e'30] substantiated the above results by experiments. They found that

Mn had a strong detrimental effect on general and localized corrosion properties of

stainless steel.

In Fe-Cr-Ni alloys and stainless steels as well as mild carbon steels and low alloy

steels, manganese sulfide inclusions are the most susceptible sites for pit nucleation. By

electron microprobe analysis, Smialowski et al t26l studied pit nucleation in a commercial

18 Cr-9Ni austenitic stainless steel in 0.5M NaCl solution with a constant potential of

0.5V SHE. It was established that pits nucleated at mixed manganese and iron sulfìde

inclusions . The form of the inclusions was either separate particles or shells surrounding

the oxides.

The study of the corrosion behavior of 304 and 316 stainless steel in 0.5 kmol/mj

NaCl solution by Nishimura et. al[3a] showed that addition of Mo decreased the number

and/or the activity of active sites such as MnS for dissolution and led to the formation of

a uniform film with fewer defects. Therefore, the addition of Mo benefited the pitting

¡esistance of the alloysl3s-38ì.
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8.3.2 Process of Pitting

Pitting is an autocatalytic process as illustrated in Fig.9 [e]. Becaur" there are alwarvs

some susceptible areas on the surface of the metal, pitting takes place when the metal is

put into an aerated sodium chloride solution. Within the pits, the metal rapidly dissolves,

while oxygen reduction takes place on adjacent surfaces. This process is called a self-

stimulating or self-propagating process, because the dissolution of metal within the pit

will gradual increase in the concentration of M'* ions in the pits and produce an excess of

positive charge in this area. In order to achieve electroneutrality, chloride ions migrate

into the pits. OH- ions also migrate into the pits, but in neutral or acidic saline solution.

the concentration of Cl- ions is very much greater than that of the OH- ions. Therefore,

the number of Cl- ions entering the pit is much higher than the number of OH- ions. Thus,

there is a high concentration of MCI in the pits, and as the result of hydrolysis, a high

concentration of hydrogen ions forms via the following equation:

Fe3* + 3HzO : Fe(OH)3 + 3H* ...... (26)

Hydrogen ions and chloride ions form hydrochloric acid which stimulates the dissolution

of metals and alloys. Since the concentration of oxygen is very low within the pits, there

is little oxygen reduction reaction occurring in the pits. The cathodic oxygen reduction on

the surfaces adjacent to pits tends to protect the rest of the metal surface.
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Fig. 9 Autocatalytic processes occurring in a corrosion pit.

Once pits have nucleated, some pits grow but others can repassivate. This is

sometimes attributed to the changes of the microenvironment within the pits that

influences the balance between dissolution and passivation. To arrest pit growth once it

has started, the potential on the metal must be reduced to a value significantly below the

pitting potential which is the so-calleci protection potentiai.

8.3.3 Measurement of the Susceptibilify to Pitting

In 1934, Brennert [00]*us the first to suggest the importance of the pitting potential in

characterizing the susceptibility of metals and alloys to pitting corrosion. In 1963,

Pourbaix tarl postulated two characteristic pitting potentials: the potential for pit initiation

and the protection potential. The terminology for characteristic potentials is shown in

Table.l [1244.1s].
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Expressions Symbols Characteristics Comment

Breakdown potential Eu Potential above which pits
nucleate and grow

Critical Pitting Potential E.

Pitting Initiation Er

Critical Potential for
Pittine nucleation Enp

Protection Potential Eoo Potential below which no
pitting occurs and above
which pits already nucleated
can grow

At potentials
Eoo<E<E6, pits
already nucleated
can.qrow.

Repassivation Potential Ee

Table I Terminology for Characteristic Potentials

The breakdown potential, E6, according to the shape of the anodic polarization curve,

is the potential value at which the cur¡ent density begins to increase sharply at the end of

the passive region. Aggressive anions (Cl-, Br-, etc) tend to lower the breakdown potential

which characterizes the pitting resistance of a given metal or alloy in any given solution.

The more positive the breakdown potential, the more pitting resistance the material

possesses. By measuring the polarization curve from negative to positive potentials r,rsing

potentiostatic methods, the breakdown potential can be determined. Measurements taken

in the reserve direction during a cyclic polarization scan determine the protection

potential or repassivation potentialt4l'441.

8.3.4 Factors Influencing Pitting

The effects of various alloying elements on the pitting susceptibility of steels have

been investigated by many researchers. Usually, elements having beneficial effects o¡

pitting resistance shift E. or E6 to more positive values, while those having detrimental

effects shift E. or E6 to more negative values.
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Horvath and Uhlig lasl invesitigated the influence of Cr, Ni and Mo on the Eno of

different alloys (Cr-Ni, Cr-Fe, Cr-Fe-Ni, and Cr-Ni-Mo). They showed that the

breakdown potential increase in the Cr content. For lSCr-Fe-Ni alloys, Eno was shifted

slightly in the noble direction when the Ni content increased.

Sugimoto and Sarvadult6l suggested that even a small quantity of Mo added to Fe-Cr

or Fe-Cr-Ni alloys significantly improves the pitting resistance. Without Mo in Fe-Cr

alloys, the amount of Cr necessary to attain complete inhibition of pitting in lN HCI rvas

about twice that needed in the 20Cr-25Ni-5Mo alloy. Lizloves and BondtaTl studied high

purity lTYoCr steels and austentic steels containing up to 3%o Mo by potentiokinetic

polarization curves and came to the same conclusion. Moreover, in the presence of Mo,

not only did the Eno shift to more positive values, but the critical current density and

primary passivation potential also decreased considerably.

Other researcherslae-s3] found that Mo content was depleted in the external layers of

the oxide film on Mo-containing stainless steels and Fe-Mo alloys and this element was

detected only in the internal oxide layers close to the alloy surface.

Beddoes et al[sa], suggested that the cold worked state exhibited an improved

resistance to pitting corrosion for 3 16L stainless steel due to more Mo content in the cold

worked materials than annealed materials. However, Mudali and Ningshenl5s] found that

an increase in cold work from \Yo to 25%o or an increase in grain size from 70 to 570 ¡-rm

for 3 l6L SS significantly decreased the pitting resistance.

Malik and Kuttyt56l investigated the effect of chloride concentration, pH, dissolved

oxygen and temperature on the pitting behavior of 3l6L SS in aqueous solutions by

electrochemical polarizatíon techniques. They found that as the Cl- concentration
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increased, the corrosion rate linearly increased and Epit shifted to more negative

potentials. Temperature had the same effects as the Cl- concentration. pH had an opposite

et-fect r.vhich the corrosion rate decreasing r,vith increasing pH. Other researchers

substantiated these results[57' 3't' s8-61].

Salvago and Fumagallit63l investigated the corrosion behavior of AISI 304 and 316

stainless steel in 0.1M I{Cl solution by potentiostatic and potentiodynamic tests. The

results showed that the structure (y, ^l+a or yro'), the surface exposed (longitudinal or

short transverse) and the Mo content all influenced the minimum breakdown potential

value. Grain boundary precipitates, grain size and cold work affected the shape of the

survivial probability vs potential curve.

8.4 Crevice Corrosion

Crevice corrosionllol it u type of localized corrosion which occurs within narrow

crevices that may be formed by the geometry of the structure, contact of the metal with

non-metallic materials and deposits of sand, dirt on the metal surface. It can occur with a

variety of metal and alloys, espcially for the metals and alloys that depend on passivity

for their corrosion resistance. The environment in which metal occurred crevice corrosion

can be any aggressive solution including natural waters, but solutions containing chloride

ions are the most conductive to crevice corroison.

In general, the cathode reactant (e.g. dissolved oxygen) easily react with the metal

surface outside the crevice, whereas access to the crevice is much more difficult since it

only can be achieved by diffustion through the narrow mouth of the crevice. And the

r,vidth of crevice is a very important factor to effect the crevice corrosion. The crevice
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must be wide enough to permit the entry of solution, but sufficiently narrow to maintain a

stagnant zone of soh-rtion with the crevice to keep the reaction rate of cathode reactant

slow and the access of the reactants only by diffusion and migrantion.

Streichert33l had studied various stainless steels, Inconels, Hastelloys and pure metals

using an aartificial crevice. l0% FeCl3 solution (pH: 1.6) at 50"C was used as solution

and attack was found to occur within 24 h on all suspentible alloys while it could take up

to 4 months without a crevice. Almost all the stainless steel used in the tests failed.

The process of crevice corrosion is similar to that of pitting corrosion. When the

materials immersed in a solution containing oxygen, oxygen reduction will occur on both

the surface that outside the crevice and the surface within the crevice. However, since the

crevice is too narrow, oxygen is very difficult to diffusion into it. As time increased, all

the oxygen in the crevice are consumed by oxygen reduction reactions and the oxygen

concentration within the crevice become negligible. Therefore, oxygen reduction within

the crevice will cease and the reactions in the crevice will be controlled by anodic

dissolution of the metal. The excess of positive charges formed within the solution will

result in the diffusion of Cl- and OH- from the bulk solution to maintain charge balance.

Hydrolysis of the metal chloride (equation 26) will reduce the pH value ancl resulr in the

presence of the high chloride concentration which prevents passivation and benefits

anodic dissolution. This squence of events results in an autocatalytic process gradual

increasing the anodic dissolution in the crevice.

For stainless steel, the rapid reduction of dissolved oxygen on the surface outside the

crevice will become passive with a potential greater than Epp, whereas the metal within

the crevice will be active with a potential less than Eoo. Since the alea of the surface
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outside the crevice is much bigger than the surface inside the crevice, the rate of metal

dissolution in the crevice will be accelerated.
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C. Oxide Film

C.1 Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Oxidation

When some metals or alloys such as Al, Ti and stainless steel are exposed to air, a

thin film of oxide 3-10 nm thick forms on the surface of the metal in a few minutes. The

film is almost impenetrable at room temperature and can protect the metal from harmful

environments. The gror,vth of the oxide is driven by tr.vo electrochemical processes: arì

anodic reaction and a cathodic reaction. The anodic process converts the metal to cations

and produces the electrons at the metal/oxide interface whereas the cathodic process

converts oxygen to anions and consumes electrons at the oxide/atmosphere interface.

When an anion collides with a cation, an oxide is formed. To produce a new oxide, the

anion or cation must diffuse through atomic scale defects in the oxide structure.

Therefore, oxide structures play a significant role in the formation of an oxide on a metal

or alloy.

As the temperature rises, the diffusion rate of ions increases. If the relative volume of

oxide can not be compatible with that of the metal, tensile or compressive stress will be

produced at the metal/oxide interface which may cause cracks or buckles in the oxide

f,rlm. Hence, this type of oxide film has no protection for metals or alloys. If the oxide

film is continuous, coherent, and adherent to the metal substrate, the oxidation rate is

controlled by the transport of the metal/oxygen through the film, which will act as a

protective barrier for the metal or alloy.

The growth of oxide is sustained by two follorving processes. and is controlled by he

slower of these two processes:
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(ii) Diffusion of the reactants through the oxide film.

C.1.1 Thin Films

A thin film refers to an oxide layer whose thickness is 3-10 nm, corresponding to an

oxide layer of 30-100 atoms of oxide. The film usually grows rapidly, in a few minutes,

and when the thickness of the film reaches the above range of value, it will cease

growing. Since the film forms very quickly, the thickness of the film is a function of time

and may not be controlled by diffusion. The relationship of the thickness and time can be

logarithmic, inverse logarithmic or cubic functions depending on the metal or alloy.

From a protection viewpoint, this film plays an important role, because it provides

initial protection on all new surfaces of metals or alloys. The process for the oxide film

can be describe as follow: before electronic equilibrium is established, oxygen atoms are

adsorbed at the oxide/atmosphere interface. by the oxide lattice and at the same time

electrons from the metal pass through the thin film by thermionic emission or tunneling.

Secondly, the oxygen atoms react with these electrons to become anions, O2-. Therefore,

the growth of the film is limited by availability of electrons.

C.1.2 Thick Films and the Wagner Theory

The Wagner theory[76'88] can be used to explain the formation of an oxide layer that is

thick enough to attain local equilibrium at both the oxide/atmosphere and metal/oxide

interfaces.

If x represents the distance from the metal surface, n.(x) and no(x) are the

concentrations of cation vacancies and positive holes, v. and vp are their mobilities and

D" and Do is their diffusion coefficients. Therefore, the fiux of cation vacancies (number

crossing a unit area per second) will be expressed bytt+l'
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J.: -D" dn./dx - Dcvc F """' (27)

where F(x) is the electrostatic freld in the oxide. The flux of positive holes is

Jp: -Dp dno/dx - trpvp F """ (28)

If the system is at equilibrium, J. : Jp : 0 and the fìeld F will be negligible. If the

oxide layer is thick enough, electrical neutrality in the oxide can be assumed. By using

Einstein's relation, v/D :e/kT,

J : -2(kTle)v. dn/dx ...... (29)

If X is the thickness of the oxide layer and O is the volume of the oxide per metal

atom, the rate of growth, is given by:

d)ldt : kzlX or X2 : 2K2t...... (30)

Kz : 2D.f)(n*-no) '..'.. (31)

D.: Aexp (-Q/kT) '..-.-.(32)

where Q is the activation energy for self-diffusion.

Kz: B exp(-Q/kT) '..... (33)

This parabolic law is called the Wagner Theory. According to the theory, the oxide

grows by tr,vo reactions. One is the ionization of orygen into anions àt the

oxide/atmosphere interface and the other is the dissociation of the metal into cations and

electrons at the metal/oxide interface. Since the concentration gradient of the reactants

exists through the interfaces, the reactants such as electrons, vacancies and so on, rvill

pass through the oxide layer by diffusion. Therefore, the growth of the oxide layer is

controlled by the rate at which the reactants diffuse through the oxide lattice defects.

In order to minimize the energy of the system, the atoms in solids are closely packed.

The arrangement in a given oxide is determined by the relative numbers of anions and
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cations, the stoichiometric ratio. and cation/anion radius ratio. Since the material always

tends to attain its lor,vest energy, a degree of disorder exists in the metal, which will lead

to lattice defècts in the structure. There are two types of lattice defects for a metallic

oxide: lattice vacancies caused by ions missing from lattice positions, and interstitials

which are generated by additional ions inserted between ions on their normal lattice sites.

C.1.3 Lattice Defects in Metal Oxideslt{l

C.1.3.1 n-type oxides

If the oxide consists a metal such as zinc, the cation interstitial (n-type) oxide is

created by inserting a metal atom into the lattice. The metal atom is transformed into an

interstitial cation and interstitial electrons. Since there are excess cations, more electrons

are required to balance them, and this kind of oxide is called n-type oxide due to negative

charge carriers.

The process of forming n-type oxide includes two reactions. One is the oxygen

reaction which occurs at the oxide/atmosphere interface where the oxygen is ionized as

anions to provide electrons to react with the interstitials existing in the metals or alloys.

For example:

Yz C'2+ Znz* . +2eo=ZnO """ (34)

The other reaction occurring at the metal/oxide interface is metal atoms converting to

cations and electrons, supplying the intersitial species and consuming the metal:

Zn(metal):Zn2*o(cationinterstitial)+2eo(interstitialelectrons)......(35)

The overall reaction is :
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Since there is an equilibrium existing at the interfaces of the oxide layer. the

eqr-rilibrium constant K is given by:

K-
[*o, ]t " o(r",..) * ¡o,..¡ It

.'.. . .(37)

Equation (37) shows that the equilibrium constant K is inversely proportional

Lo cxlzn2*.t, [crt..)ì2 and loorf'''. Since the defect population is small, ct(zn2+.)æ

n 1zn2* .) and a1 e. ) æ n{ e. ), where n 1zn2* .) and n1 e. ) are the number of interstitial zinc

ions and interstitial electrons. Assuming ZnOz, Znz* a and e o are unit activity, and ideal

behavior for oxygen gas, the equilibrium constant K is :

K_
[P", ]i t ,(r^,,.rt ¡n,".¡ Jt

......(38)

From stoichiometric considerations, n 1zn2+.):112 fl1e.): n. Substituting into equation

(38), equation (39) is obtained as follows:

-t-l
n=Pu .k3......(39)

where k is a constant, which depends upon the equilibrium constant K and coeffìcients

)+
relating to a1 zn"- .¡ ãnd Ct( ..).

Equation (39) means that the number of the atoms at any interface is related to the

pressrue and the constant k. Likewise, from equation (39), the number of intersitials at

the oxide/atmosphere interface, n¿1¡1 ,is given by
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_l - t

D",,n = P",,n? 
.k I ......(40)

where Putn, is to the prevailing oxygen pressure.

The number of intersitials at the metal/oxide interfac€, rls ,is given by

no = po-* . k-+......(41)

where Po is the dissociation pressure of the oxide.

From equations (40) and (41), the number of atoms at different interfaces can be used

to infer the direction of the concentration gradient. If Prt,n > Po, then flat n ( ns, and there is

a concentration gradient from the metal/oxide interface to the oxide/ atmosphere interface

and therefore cation interstitials diffuse from the metal/oxide interface to the

oxide/atmosphere interface. If Pur, < P¡, the direction of the interstitial diffusion will be

reversed.

C.1.3.2 p-type Oxides

A cation vacancy is created by removing a metal atom from the laftice. For some

metals, e.g., manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, and copper, the energies of the d electrons

are close to the energies of the valency electrons. As a consequence, sufficient electrons

can be withdrawn to compensate for charge imbalance introduced by cation vacancies.

For example in nickel oxide, Ni2* is very easily converted to Ni3* and at the same time

electron holes are created in the d orbitals. The electron holes offer mobility for the

electrons. Therefore, the predominant defects in the lolver oxides of these metals are

cation vacancies and the oxide is a positive charge canier which is called a p-type oxide'
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The process for forming p-type oxides is as follows: the oxide lattice absorbs the

oxygen atoms and ionizes them into anions, O2-. The cation is transferred from a lattice

site to the vacancy of the existing local lattice. On the other hand, the electrons from the

metal ion d shells ionize oxygen into anions, creating electron holes.

% Or:¡19 +Ni2* (cationvacancy) +2e (electronholes)'''''' (42)

The complementarily partial reaction at the metal/oxide interface is that the atoms

from the metal enter into the oxide, converting into cations and electrons, and consuming

cation vacancies and electron holes in the oxide:

Ni + Ni2* + 2e (oxide) : 0 """' (43)

The overall reaction is :

The equilibrium constant,

n¡¡¡iz+) = I/2çs¡: n,

.kj1 ......(46)

Equation (46) shows that the number of atoms at any interface is proportional to Pl/6

and kl/3. If Puto,)Po, the oxygen pressure in the environment exceeds the dissociaton

pressue of the oxide, then nu¡n.,)ns. Thus, a concentration gradient exists between the

oxide/atmosphere interface and the metal/oxide interface. As a consequence, the cation

vacancies diffuse inwards from the oxide/atmosphere interface to the metal surface. And

the nickel ions transport outwards from the metal through the oxide to the

oxide/atmosphere interface.

Ni + % Oz:NiO """" (44)

K, is given by:

ç = 
o.*,':, *!1n'lt 

......(45)
Íao.)"

n=p%
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C.2 Oxidation of Stainless Steels

Stainless steels will form a protective film on their surface by preferential oxidation

of ch¡omium. In 1938, Price and Thomast65l found that selective oxidation of chromium

occurred during low temperature annealing of the finished steel part in a vacuum with a

certain residual pressure of oxygen. This kind of selective oxidation at reduced oxygen

partial presslrre has been extensively studiedt66-681. Since the free energies of formation of

the CrzO: and Fe2O3 are 250.0 and 176.8 kcal/mole respectivelyt6el, C.rO3 is more stable

than Fe2O3. Therefore, the selective oxidation of ch¡omium will be favored by a higher

driving force than the oxidation of iron. In the surface layer of the alloy, the amount of

iron is reduced and the amount of ch¡omium is enriched simultaneouslyl7o-t2l. Th.

chromium surface enrichment is further promoted if a low partial pressure of oxygen is

introduced into the uu"uu-[to].The very thin oxide film (<1Onm) exhibits good corrosion

resistance to normal tap water and sea-water[68'75].

Jensen and Mitchell et. alt76l, invesigated the oxidation of Fe-26Cr alloy at 600'C in

5x10-3, 5xl0-2 and 5x10-l torr oxygen. The results of the electron back-scattering FeiT

Mössbauer spectroscopy showed that the oxide film had two layers: an inner Cr-rich

oxide (y-CrzOr) and an outer Fe-rich oxide (Fe3Oa).

Transatti et.all77l, studied 304L stainless steel in a continuous air stream at

temperatures in the range from 150'C to 300'C for 30 and 120 min. Using XPS analysis,

they reported that the oxide film which was formed at room temperature on the surface of

the stainless steel consisted of Fe and Cr mixed oxide, presumably Fe(Fe,Cr)2O,1. As the

temperature was increased, Fe oxides increased in percentage (mol%) to form a non-

protective layer (FeO, FeOOH), r,vhereas the amount of Cr oxide decreased. They
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suggested higher mobility of iron ions was the reason for formation of the double

structure of the oxide film. In addition, the rapid diffusion of iron ions through the oxide

film prodr,rced a Fe concentration gradient at the metal/oxide interface.

There are five oxides in the iron-chromium-oxygen system: FeO, Fe3Oa (magnetite).

Fe2O3 (hematite), Cr2O3 and FeCrzOa (chromite). Chromium combined with Fe2O3 as the

mixed oxide, (Fe,Cr)2O3 and in Fe¡O+ as the mixed spinel. The relative stabilities of these

oxides are a function of alloy composition but also depend on following factorsll0l:

(i) Diffusion of anions and cations within the oxides

(ii) The progressive reduction of activity of chromium at metal surface by selective

oxidation

(iii) The increased stress within and between the layers as the oxide layers thicken.

Fig. l0 shown the morphology of the oxide layersll0ì

ATMOSPHERE

+ (Fe,Cr)tå o.
<- pslllp e,crlrr) o o

ooOOo
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l\¿+

O \Feo
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Fig.10 Morphology of oxide layers formed on iron-chromium alloys in air.

Olefiord's study t78ì on the oxide film formed on austenitic stainless steei established

that the composition of the film depended on reaction temperature and time. At high

temperatures, the oxide was found to be enriched with the easily oxidizable elements,

such as Cr and Mn. After oxidation at room temperattue, and at an intermediate

temperature (250'C), iron was found as the main component in the top layer of the oxide.
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The investigations of the top layer after oxidation at 500'C for different tirnes shorved

that chromium content increased with oxidation time.

After investigating the primary rate of duplex scale formation of 316 stainless steel

annealed in vacuum at 600oC, SmithtTel suggested an oxygen pressure dependence,

KpccPo20'135, and concluded that at 600'C the rate controlling process for oxidation

during the initial stage of vacuum-annealing 316 stainless steel was the diffusion of Fe

cation in the outer magnetite layer.

In another experimentltO3l, Smith used Fe and Mn tracers to study the diffusion of

various elements in duplex scales on vacuum-annealed 316 stainless steel at temperatures

of 655-1000"C. The Fe tracer concentration decreased with the increase of penetration at

all temperatures. Diffusion coefficients in the oxide layers and the underlying alloy were

evaluated using finite difference methods. The Cr and Mn tracer concentrations increased

with their distance in the outer oxide layer over the whole temperature range.

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESC6;t0rt has been used to analyse the

composition of oxide films formed on chromium steel with 6-l0YoCr at room temperature

in pure oxygen at0.2alm annealed for 2 min to 46 h. It was demonstrated that the total

chromium content in the oxide was proportional to the concentration in the metal, but it

varied with depth inside the film. At the oxide/gas boundary, the chromium concentration

was less than that in the metal, while chromium was enriched at the metal phase

boundary. It was suggested that the oxide consisted of (Fe,Cr)2O¡ in the outmost zone and

FeCrzO+ at the inside at room temperature, because of low atomic mobility, it was

possible to form a layer at the interface betrveen the oxygen and the metal rvhich

contained iron and chromium. Thus at room temperature, oxygen pressure was a decisive
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factor in determining the composition of the film. As the temperature was raised,

chromium atoms moved preferentially into the film, substituting for iron which in turn

diffused outwards and formed more oxide. Depletion of Cr in the metal next to the oxide

interface'uvill cause a decrease of Cr concentration in the outer zone of the oxide film. in

this way, chromium content rvill decrease outwardly in the film, according to the classical

theory of selective oxidation.

Hakiki and Monte-or[to] investigated the oxide film formed on austenitic type AISI

304 stainless steel annealed in air for 2 hours temperatures ranging between 50 and

450'C. It rvas shown that the films had a typical duplex structure: an extemal iron oxide

region and an inner mixed iron-chromium oxide region. The thickness of the oxide layer

was increased by a factor greater than four when the temperature of formation of the

films increased from 50 to 450"C. However, the largest change in thickness occurred

essentially in the outer iron oxide region whereas the thickness of the chromium-rich

region was not significantly affected. Further, as the temperature increased, the inner

region gradually enriched in iron. Other experiments confirmed this result[8]'82].

The microstructure of the oxide film formed on 316L stainless steel in air at 500oC

for 5 min was characterized by an energy filtering transmission electron microscope

equipped with an electron energy loss spectroscopy detector[83]. It was observed that the

oxide film was composed of nanoscale y-Fe2O3 grains of -4nm, followed by a mixture of

cr,-FezO¡ and Fe3Oa phases of grain size from 20 to 75nm. There existed an alloying

depletion of Cr and Mn in the oxide film and the O content in the oxide film decreased

from the oxide surface toward the oxide/metal interface.
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Montemor et.altsal verified the results of the above experiment. They found that at

350oC, the Cr profile reached a maximum near the oxide/alloy interface. The oxide had a

region of about 10 atomic layers enriched in chromium relative to the substrate. The

study on 316 stainless steel showed that Mo was only found in the inner oxide layer and

the presence of Mo increased the amount of Cr content in the oxide film but had no

influence effect on the oxide thicknessts5'861. Mathieu et al[87] suggested that the Mo being

present in the metal/oxide interface could decrease the activity of the rnetallic ion or act

as a diffusion barrier for the Fe and Cr ions in the oxide.

It is generally accepted that Cr-rich oxides exhibit lower diffusion rates than Fe-rich

oxides. Yoakam and Schumachertsel studied the electrochemical behavior of as-received

bright annealed samples of 316L stainless steel exposed in HCI solution. They

established that enhanced CrlFe and CrO/FeO ratios on the surface of the stainless steel

improved the corrosion resistance of this material.

It was demonstratedte0l that heating a specimen with a clean metallic surface in high

vacuum of 10-8 torr resulted in a layer of ch¡omium oxide on the surface. And the

en¡ichment of Cr in the oxide film could enhance the corrosion resistance of steels[el'e2].

Further investigation[e3] on the effect of various oxidation conditions on metal

dissolution for SUS304L stainless steels in deaerated pure water at 488K, verified that the

key factors controlling the metal dissolution are the thickness, stntcture and compactness

of the oxide film, together with its composition.

Yashiroteal studied surface composition and structure changes of stainless steels

under vacuum heat treatment and controlled heat treatment. Surface element segregation
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was found, and low oxygen, controlled atmospheres were helpful in obtaining an oxide

film which had good corrosion resistance.

Yen and Tsaitesl investigated the early oxidation (t < 120min) of AISI 430 stainless

steel by thermal gravimetric analysis and Auger electron spectroscopy. Oxidation could

be divided into two regions: one is a rapid growth rate for t < 5 min and the other is a

parabolic or slower growth rate for t > 5 min. They found that there existed a critical

temperatur€, T., above which a chromium-rich oxide film was formed. For this stainless

steel, T. was equal to 947K. When T > T., the corrosion resistance of the oxidized metal

was enhanced.

Wood and Whittle[68] used the same treatment as Price and Thomar[ut] on chromium-

alloyed steels. They concluded that the protective abilities of the oxide film were related

to not only a pure Cr2O3 layer with a thickness in the micron range, but also to the zone in

the alloy next to the oxide layer. If the zone was depleted in ch¡omium, the surface layer

usually had a good resistance to high temperature oxidation but had less corrosion

resistance in chloride solutions. Trasatti and Camona[7t] confrrmed this result, and

pointed out that the Cr-depleted film increased the susceptibility of the alloy to pitting

corrosion.

Hultquist and Leygrudttl d.t.r-ined that the oxide film on chromium-alloyed

stainless steel exhibited good corrosion resistance to normal tap water and seawater and

aftributed to this enrichment of ch¡omium in the region next to the film. For a given

stainless steel, the annealing temperature and the oxygen partial pressure were the two

most important factors in the formation of the oxide layer. The precipitation of chromium

carbides at grain boundaries and phase transformations established a limit for the
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annealing temperature of ch¡omium-alloyed steel, which was between 550 and 7 50 K. On

the other hand, depending on alloy composition and surface pretreatment, the oxygen

partial pressure should range from l0-8 to l0-5 Pa. Therefore, a very thin surface fìlm was

formed and usually its thickness was less than 1Onm. The author attributed the corrosion

resistance of the oxide film to chromium having a stronger tendency to form oxide

compounds than iron and a low partial pressure being able to ftlrther promote the

formation of a chromium-rich surface. Furthermore, some experiments confirmed the

above results. For instance, at 800K below a critical oxygen partial pressure of about l0-5

Pa, the oxide layer consisted mainly of chromium oxide. However, above this oxygen

partial pressure, the oxide layer consisted primarily of iron oxide. Therefore, at different

temperatures, there exists a critical oxygen partial pressure which determines the

composition of the oxide film. To obtain an oxide hlm high in chromium, it is necessary

to anneal the chromium-alloyed steel in a dilute atmosphere with an oxygen partial

pressure lower than the critical value.

Leygraf and HultquistteTl suggested that in order to attain good resistance to localized

corrosion of stainless steels in chloride-containing solution, the maxirnum thickness of

the protective film formed by a vacuum annealing treatment was of the order of 100nm.

In addition, it was important to avoid a surface enrichment of iron, since the iron- rich

film was detrimental to the corrosion resistance. They investigated 25 different

combinations of annealing temperature, annealing time, oxygen partial pressure and total

pressure by analyzing the oxide film using AES. The prof,rles of the oxide films are

shown in Fig.11tzi].
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Fig.l I Ch¡omium profiles of an Fe-10%oCr alloy after various surface treatments

In Fig.l l, curve a is the ch¡omium profile of a mechanically polished Fe-1OCr alloy,

indicating a slight chromium en¡ichment in the film prior to surface treatment. Curve b

shows the chromium profile of the same alloy after a successful surface treatment

resulting in an increase in corrosion resistance. The surface treatment established a

balance between annealing temperature and oxygen partial pressure and resulted in a

marked surface enrichment of chromium with no measurable chromium depleted zone

beneath the oxide film.

Curve c shows a high surface çontent of ch¡omium after another surface treatment.

There is no increase in corrosion resistance obtained because the growth of the oxide fìlm

was too fast, which resulted in a chromium depleted zone next to the oxide film due to

the limited supply of ch¡omium migrating from the interior of the alloy to the surface

region.

Curve d is another example of unsuccessful surface treatments in the case there

an too high oxygen partial pressure for the annealing temperature, which led to an

en¡ichment in front of the chromium-rich zone of the film.

\vas

iron
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In the thermal passivation of stainless steel, both the total and the parlial oxygen

pressure in the residual gas have to be matched to the annealing temperature and time.

These process parameters should on their part accord to the composition of the alloy and

surface pretreatment in order to modify the structure and composition of the existing

surface layer of the steel into a more protective fìlm exhibiting maximum corrosion

resistance[73].

Hultquist and Leygraf pointed out[e8] that the total oxide thickness should not be

more than 100.Ä,. The essential parameters determining the Cr enrichment in the surface

region were the diffusion of alloy components from the bulk to the solid/gas interface and

the flow of oxygen to this interface. Selective oxidation could be explained by different

probabilities, ]ç¡ and Tp., for the oxidation of available chromium and iron. When the

supply of chromium was equal to or less than the supply of oxygen, all the results of AES

were consistent with Tc,:I and with yFe varying from 0-0.15, depending on the supply of

oxygen. A formula which related the kinetic parameter to the observed AES results was

given by:

r¿f*r^" = (.r}ç)¡t -. ".) .(o- 
*t)u.r 

e ?À (4i )

-Cr(õ; 
F.)^r, 

is the ratio measured bY AES,

D=total oxide thickness,

l.:mean free path of Auger electrons: l4 ,Å.

["i*)',''u 
is the ratio in the steel matrix,
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( '". I ir ,t. rario of what in the oxide.
I Cr"* + F."* J

However, too high an en¡ichment of Cr in the oxide layer will result in a Cr depletion

in the region beneath the oxide, which is caused by too limited a suppll' of Cr from the

bulk and this has a marked detrimental effect on the corrosion resistance of the steelteel.

Greyling and Rouxtl00l studied the effect of temperature and oxygen partial pressure

on the formation of oxide films on AISI 304 and 430 stainless steels. The temperature

range was 450-600"C and the oxygen partial pressure range 6.7x10-7 to 1.33x10-5 Pa.

Fig.l2 gives the surface Cr content of alloys 304 and 430 as a function of oxy-een

exposure at different temperatures.

They proposed that at low temperature, Cr had a low mobility so that there existed a

low supply of Cr at the surface. Therefore, oxygen prefered to combine with the more

abundant Fe. As the temperature reached 600"C, Cr had sufficient mobility to segregate

to the surface and to combine with oxygen so as to reduce the chemical potential

gradient.
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Comparing Fig. l2 rvith Fig. 13, it may be concluded that at a lo',v oxygen pressure,

Cr exhibited a greater affìnity for oxygen than Fe. The main feature on the depth profiles

taken after oxidation at l.3ixl0-6 Pa'uvas the larger depletion of Cr under the oxide layer

in the case of the lorver Cr content for type 430 stainless steel compared to type 304

stainless steel. Results of all the oxidations are summarized in Table 2.

From table 2. the optimum conditions obtained for oxide film rvere 600'C with an

oxygen partial pressLrre of l.33xl0-5 Pa',vith an oxidation time of 90 min. Therefore, the

thickness of the oxide film is 42nm and there is no depletion of Cr in the zone next to the

oxide film.



Table 2 Thickness of Oxide Film and Fe/Cr Composition in The Surface Lal'er

After Orid¿rtion at Different Temperatures and Oxygen Partial Pressure

Temperature

('c)

Pressure

(Pa)

Time

(min)

Fe:Cr ratio Thickness (nm)

430 304 430 304

400

500

550

600

570

1.33x l0-)

1.33x 10-6

6.7x10'7

1.33x l0-5

1.33x 10-6

6.7x10'7

1.33x 10-5

1.33x l0-6

6.7x10'7

I .33x 10-5

1.33x10-6

6.7xIO-6

6.7xlO'6

6.7x10-6

60

120

r80

100

130

210

105

r50

20s

90

135

t20

r20

r20

I :0.l3

l:0.45

l:0.26

l:0.21

l:1.5

l:1.7

1:0.54

I :1.8

l:0.97

l:2.7

l:0.97

I :1.5

l:1.7

I :1.8

I:0.2

l:3.2

1:15

l:0.2

1:l.i

I :1.8

1:0.55

l:0.7

l:0.30

l:2.1

l:0.2

1:1.5

1:1.8

l:2.0

10.0

2.5

1.0

22.0

7.0

4.0

22.0

7.0

43.0

24.0

26.0

26.0

19.0

10.0

7.0

27.0

10.0

7.0

30.0

42.0

26.0

27.0

26.0
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In an investi-qation of the oxide fìlm f'ormed on Fe and Fe-Cr alloys at elevated

temperature (700-800'C) and at lor,v oxygen partial pressllre (-l0xt0-i Pa¡, Kuroda and

Lubun[l')ll pointecl out that at high tenlperature and at oxygen pressures of = l0-sTorr.

Fer-*O nucleated on pure iron. For Fe-3o/oCr alloy, because of Cr suppressing the

formation of Fe¡-"O*, the nr-rcleation of oxides occured by a surface precipitation process

rather than a chemisorption and subseqr:ent epitaxial process. Once oxide nuclei formed.

oxygen diflused through the preexisting oxide film and reacted in a way that favored the

growth of the original nuclei rather than the formation of new nuclei. Oxide nuclei grew

outwardly until a limited thickness rvas reached, and after that the oxide continued to

grorv, mostly in lateral directions, until a roughly uniform scale was developed. For

higher Cr-containing alloys, the nucleation of a spinel oxide (Fe, Cr)3O+ on the Fe-18%

Cr alloy rvas observed. The pre-existng oxide film was amorphous or very fine-grained,

which could be responsible for provideing rapid diffusion paths for oxygen. Rapid

diffusion of oxygen along the phase boundary took place betlveen the metal and the

oxide. Therefore, the spinel oxide nucleated beneath the preexisting oxide frlm and grew

inward towards the metal by the interface diffusion of oxygen.

Hulquist and Leygraf Ir02] investigated the electrochemcial behavior of 3 l6L stainless

steel after thermal passivation via vacuum annealing in the range 525-775K. The critical

potential for crevice corrosion in a netural sodium chloride solution was at least 250mv.

Due to selective oxidation of chromium and nickel during such thermal treatments,

corrosion resistance results from a marked ch¡omium film enrichment and a less marked

nickel film enrichment.
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D. Measurement Techniques and Experimental Methods

D.1 Electrochemical Technique

In 1903 Whitney proposed that corrosion of metals in a solution was an

electrochemical reaction [105i. Therefore, electrochemistry can be applied to explain the

basic theories of corrosion and to solve many engineering problems. The electrochemical

technique possesses the uniqLre characteristic that it is verv clean in controlling the

corrosion process. It can be used to increase the corrosion rate of a metal or alloy, or

induce passivity of certain alloys without adding chemical oxidizing agents. it may also

be used to measure the corrosion rates without moving or disturbing the specimen.

MacDowell and Ontivetos [106] studied the conosion resistance of seventeen different

materials via three methods: electrochemical corrosion testing, accelerated corrosion

testing in a salt fog chamber, and a long term exposure at a beach corrosion testing site.

Based on the results of these experiments, they found that the result of the

electrochemical test was in a good agreement with the actual beach exposure test. This

suggested that electrochemical testing is a good tool for optimizing the range of potential

candidate alloys before conducting actual long term exposure tests thus saving both

money and time. Also, Forsan and Aromaa [107] proved the validity of this suggestion by

further experiments.

At present, many electrochemical techniques exist but most common in industry are

the potentiostatic technique, the potentiodynamic polarization technique, the polarization

resistance techniqr.re as ',vell as the galvanostatic polarization technique.
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D.L.I Potentiostatic Technique

In general, the rates of anodic and cathodic reactions are a function of the potenial of

the corroding systern. The potential can be altered by applying an external current.

Furthermore, by measuring the applied external current at potentials other than the

corrosion potential, infbrmation about the anodic and cathodic reactions can be obtained.

This is the basic principle of the potentiostatic testing or constant potential testing.

The set-up of a typical potentiostatic testing unit is illustrated in Fig.l4irrl.
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Fig.14 Potentiostatic test set-up

The system consists of a potentiostat, the specimen, a reference electrode and an inert

counter electrode, the electrolyte, and a strip chart recorder or data acquisition unit rvhich

records the current and voltage output from the potentiostat.

¡ Potentiostat

By applying a variable cLrrrent between the specimen and the counter electrode. the

potentiostat is used to maintain a potential difference between the specimen and the

reference electrode. The potentiostat measures the present potential difference then
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nlodulates the applied current to attain the desired or "set" potential. The system is shor.vn

schematically in Fig. l5tr rl.

SET
POTENTIAL

REFERENCE SPECIMEN COUNTE
ELECTRODE (WORKING ELECTRO

ELECTROOEI

OPÊRATIONAt
AMPLIFIER

Fig. I 5 Simplified potentiostat

. Reference Electrode

Since a reference electrode usually maintains a stable potential, it can be used as a

reference point for the measurement of other potentials. The corrosion potential is the

difference between the measured potential and the reference electrode potential. The most

common reference electrodes for aqueous room-temperature tests are: saturated calomel

(Hg/HgCl in KCI), silver/silver chloride (in KCI) and copper/copper sulfate.

o Counter Electrode

A counter electrode, which is usually made of an inert material such as platinum or

graphite, is the electrode used to supply current to the r,vorking electrode. For some

materials, the expected corrosion morphology can be quickly assessed by anodic

polarization, which can be used to artificially increase the corrosion rate. If the potential

in potentiostatic anodic polarization is not too far anodic from the corrosion potential, the
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morphology of the corrosion (uniform, pitting, dealloying) is frequently similar to that of

a naturally corroding material.

To obtain the corrosion rate, the specimen is polarized either anodically or

cathodically 5 to 10 mv away from its corrosion potential. Meanwhile, the applied current

is monitored until a steady state is achieved. The corrosion rate is given by ittt'

ConosionRate(I,,/)='affiu,,"X3156(t.,,'f''_',)

D.L.2 Potentiodynamic Polarization Techniques

Potentiodynamic test uses a controlled potential which is varied, usually linearly, as a

function of time. By simultaneously measuring the current and potential, a plot of the

relationship of current changes resulting from potential changes can be obtained.

The process of sweeping a range of potentials in the anodic (more electropositive)

direction of a potentiodynamic polarization curve at a high scan rate of about 60vlh is

called the rapid-scan technique. If the scan rate is relatively slow, such as I v/h, the

process is called the slow-scan technique.

. Rapid-Scan Technique

The feature of rapid-scan technique is to minimize the formation of an oxide film, so

that the measured currents conespond to relatively film-free or thin-film conditions. In

addition, the rapid-scan technique helps maintain a stable environment while changing

the nature of the metal surface.

For rapid scan tests the specimen is first mechanically or chemically cleaned and

immersed in the testing cell. Cathodic polarization scanning is then done at a sweep rate

of 50-60v/h, which further cleans and activates the specimen and prevents it from
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spontaneously passivating or retuming to the equilibratory state with its environment.

Finally, anodic polarization provides information concerning the anodic reaction under a

variable potentiodynamical potential without the interference of any pre-existing passive

or corrosion product film or scale.

r Slow-Scan Technique

For the slow-scan technique, the oxide film has enough time to form on the metal

surface. If the scanning rate is zero, maximal stability of the metal surface will be

obtained, but at high electropositive potentials, the environment could be affected or

changed. Slow-scan polarization allows the specimen to aftain equilibrium (open circuit

corrosion potential, E.orr) in the solution before the potential scan is conducted. However,

this technique precludes the study of how the metal reached the steady state condition.

Fig.16 Schematic representation of anodic polarization curves for a metal immersed in

solution containing aggressive ions. Potentiostatic measurements conducted (a) forward

(b) backwardtr5l.

Epp Enp 
-
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For example, for 3l6L stainless steel tlOel. the process by ',vhich the passive film is

formed at the corrosion potential is slow, and a slorv scan rate allows the integral film to

form. Therefore, a slow-scan rate is more suitable to study localized corrosion rather than

the rapid-scan rate.

D.1.3 Galvanostatic method

In constant with the potentiostatic method, a fixed current is imposed on the

electrochemical system and the change of the potentials is measured. Therefore, the

current density is the independent factor and the steady-state potential is the dependent

one. Fig. 1 7tl I I is the equipment required for galvanostatic measurement.

/_ current

/ source

voltmeter

OVENPOTENTIAL MEASUREM E NT
F ig.17 Galvanostatic polarization

D.2 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

The process for secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis is described as follows:
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Under high vacuum, samples are bombarded by prirnary energetic particles, such as ions

or neutral atoms, in the KeV range. As a result, most superficial layers of the sample are

sputtered from the metal as secondary ions. The emitted secondary ions are filtered

according to their mass charge ratios and are detected via spectrometers. The

concentration of the ions is proportional to the intensity of the energy detected by the

spectrometers. Fig. l8 shows the principles of SIMS analysis.
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Fig. l8 Schematic representation of the principles of SIMS analysis

Through this method, information about the metal surface can be obtained. SiMS has

extensive applications, i.e. qualitative analysis of metallurgical samples by mass spectra,

qualitative microscopy by ion imaging, qr-rantitative bulk analysis of metallurgical
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samples, thin film and interface analysis by depth profiles, and use of isotopic tracers for

mechanism studies.

In tlris experiment, SIMS was used to analyze the concentration of elements in the

thin oxide film which should reflect the corrosion resistance of the oxide film. The

change in ion intensity, I, with erosion time, t, reflects the actual depth prof,rle;

concentration, C, with depth, z.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Material and Preparation of Specimen

The material used in the experiments was commercial 3l6L stainless steel, whose

nominal composition is shown in Table.3t2l.

Table 3 The content of elements in the 316L stainless steel

The specimens, of diameter 16mm and thickness = 1mm, were cut from cold rolled

bar.

For the experimental specimens, two types of surface treatments were used. For one

type, the specimens were wet-ground gradually through a series of 120, 180,240,400

and 600 grit SiC paper. For the other, after wet grounding, the specimens were

mechanically polished sequentially from 6 ¡rm and I pm diamond paste to 0.25 pm Al2O3

colloid. After grounding or polishing, all the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned in

ethanol and then dried using a warm air stream.

Then vacuum-annealing treatments were conducted at different temperatures and

times in a dynamic vacuum =10-5 torr as shown in Table 4. The temperatures weïe

measured using a chromel-alumel thermocouple.

Element Cr Ni Mo Mn C S P Si

Composition
(o/oAr\ t7 -19 9- 13 1.1-t.7 2.01 0.14 0.05 0.08 1.97

Content(wt %) l6-18 r0-14 2.0-3.0 2.00 0.03 0.03 0.045 r.00
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Surface Treatment Temperature Time

Sanded to 600 grit paper Room Temperature

Mechanical Polishing

Room Temperature

200'c 90 min

300"c 90 min

400'c

30 min

90 min

150 min

500'c 90 min

600'c 90 min

Tabel 4 Vacuum Annealing Treatment (5x10-6 torr)

B. Experimental Techniques

8.1 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) Analysis

Th¡ee specimens were polished to 0.25pm and then annealed at 200"C to 400'C. The

element distributions of the oxide film formed on samples at room temperature, 200'C

and 400oC were analyzed at the Surface Science Center, University of Western Ontario.

London, Ontario. A Cameca IMS-3f ion microprobe with a Cs* beam was used and the

various secondary ions of interest were monitored. The Cameca instrument conditions are

summarized as follows:

Primary:

Beam Cesium

Polarity positive

Accelerating Voltage 1OKV

Primary Beam Raster 250x250 ¡rm

Beam Current 1 nA
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Secondary:

Polarity

Accelerating Voltage

Transfer Optics

Contrast Aperture

Field Aperture

Energy Window

negative

4500v

150 ¡rm (imaged field)

4 (largest)

2 (60 pm diameter)

130 eV

Offset Voltage 200V,100V on esMo qlo* intensity)

Approximate depth scales for the profiles were obtained by measuring the SIMS

craters with a Tencor P- 10 surface profilometer.

8.2 Electrochemical Testing

The cell used in the experiments comprised a 500m1 Erlenmeyer flask f,rlted wih

450m1 3.5%NaCl solution at room temperature. The pH value was measured using a pH

instrument, Rodiometer Copenhager type PHMTib. The potential of the specimen in

solution was monitored using a saturated (with KCI) calomel electrode isolated from the

sodium chloride solution with a ceramic porous plug tube filled with saturated KCl.

The cyclic potentiodynamic polarization technique was used to investigate the

electrochemical behavior of the oxide film formed on type 316L stainless steels. The tests

were conducted on a Model 3504 Conosion Measurement system made by Princeton

Applied Research Company. The specimen was immersed in the 3.5% NaCl solution for

30 minutes before testing in order to reach a steady state. The exposed area of the

specimen was 1cm2. The specimen was slowly scanned (positively) at a rate of

1mv/second from 25Omv below the open circuit corrosion potential to the point where the
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colrosion current density reached lxl06 nNcm2. Then, the specimen was negatively

polarized to about -0.4 V in order to obtain the protection potential of the oxide f,rlm. The

polarization curve is aplot of potential versus log current density and can be divided into

three regions: passive region, transpassive region and repassive region. The parameters of

corrosion potential (E.o,,.), cirtical pitting potential (E.), protection potential (Eo), and

passive current density (Io) characterize the polarization behavior. The corrosion current

was obtained by extending the Tafel region of the cathodic portion of the polarization

curves to the rest potential.
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IV. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SIMS Results

4.1 The Relationship of Concentration with Distance from the Metal Surface

The SIMS results for oxide layers formed at room temperature, 200'C and 400'C

vacuum annealing treatments are shown in Fig 19,20 and2l respectively. The intensities

in Fig. 19 - 2l generally represents concentrations in the specimens. Kerber and

Tverberg[a8] point out when a "clean" metallic sample is exposed to the atmosphere, an

oxide film forms instantaneously. At the same time, it will absorb hydrocarbons and

carbon oxides as well as water vapor on its surface. Therefore, the surface of the

specimen typically shows 10-20% carbon and 30-50o/o oxygen A fieshly cleaned

metallic surface is very reactive and adsorbs water vapor and atmospheric contaminants.

Hence, the oxide layer formed on the metal surface in these experiments would comprise

two parts: a hydroxygen and hydrocarbons layer and a metallic oxide layer.It is assumed

that the actual oxide film surface exists at the position where the oxygen content reaches

its maximum in the oxide film. Usually, according to the chemical composition of the

specimens, the oxide layer on the surface of 316L stainless steel is composed of

(FeCrz)zOs. Therefore, the chemical compositions of the oxide film at different depths

can be estimated from Fig. 19 - 2l assuming the bulk concentration is that given in Table

3.

For one series of polished specimens, the oxide layer on the surface of the metal was

formed at room temperature. SIMS analysis shows that the maximum oxygen content in

the specimen occurs at a depth of 20 Å. The oxygen content drops to the nearly same

value as that of the bulk at a distance from the surface of the specimen of about 60 Å.
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According to the suggestion of Kerber and Tverberg [a8], it is assumed that the layer at

Iess than 20 Å depth is a hydroxygen and hydrocarbon layer. The change of silicon ancl

ch¡omium with distance from the surface of the specimen shows the same trend as

oxygen. In the oxide layer, the maximum contents of Cr and Si are about 36Yo and 2.2Yo

respectively, and the content of iron is lower than that of the bulk. As the distance from

the surface increases, the iron content increases, reaching its bulk value at about 50 ,4..

Nickel exhibits the same tendency as iron.

For the 200'C specimen, oxygen reaches its maximum value at25 A, and reaches the

bulk value at about 100 ,Ä.. Si and Cr exhibit the same tendency as oxygen. The maximum

values for Cr and Si are2gYo and3o/o respectively at a depth of 25 Å,. For the 400"C

specimen, the oxygen reaches its maximum concentration at a depth of 25 Á,, and reaches

the bulk concentration at a depth of about 120 Ã. The maximum value for Cr and Si are

about 34Yo and 5olo respectively.
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4.1.1 The Relationship of Oxygen Concentration with Distance from the Surface of

the lVletal

Fig. 22 shows the relationship of oxygen content with distance from the metal

surface. The results fì'om Fig. 19 - 2l have been normalized to yield the same bLrlk

intensities. As the temperature of oxide formation increases, the oxygen diffuses further

into the specimen. For 400'C, the distance of the oxygen diffusion is 120 Ä., for 200"C

80¡-rm, and for room temperature 50 Ä..

If x is the distance from the metal surface, a is the activity of the reactant, n is the

concentration of reactants ( cation vacancies and positive holes) in the oxide, v is its

mobility, and D the diffusion coefficient, then the flux of reactant (number crossing a unit

area per second) can be expressed by:

J: -D9-*"......(48)
dx

where F is the electrostatic field in the oxide. Often, the concentration is used in this

equation but since Fig. l9 - 2l clearly show "uphill" diffusion, the correct unit of activity

must be used.

If the oxide layer is sufficiently thick, the whole oxide film can be assumed as

electrically neutral except in narrow regions near the two interfaces. Therefore, the flux

of reactant depends only on the activity gradient and the diffusion coefficient that are

functions of the reaction temperature. Therefore, as the temperature increases. the flux of

reactants will increase.
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For the specimen reacted at room temperature, the temperature is low, so the flux of

reactants is limited. Therefore, just a thin oxide film is formed on the surface of the

specimen. This film provides initial protection for the metal or alloy. However, this oxide

layer is rather thin so that it may not offer optimum protection for the alloy. In order to

increase the corrosion resistance of the specimen, a slightly thicker oxide fìlm may be

beneficial to form a barrier to keep the corrosive solution from diffusing to the

metal/oxide interface.

When the specimen is annealed in the vacuum system above room temperature, the

metal will dissociate into cations and electrons at the metal/oxide interface. Meanwhile,

oxygen will be ionized into anions due to the electrons passing through it at the

oxide/atmosphere interface. Between the metal/oxide interface and oxide/atmosphere

interface, there exists the activity gradient of the reactants. According to equation (48),

these reactants diffuse through the oxide layer and react with anions. Metal cations and

electrons will diffuse outwardly to the oxide/atmosphere interface since the activity of

these ions is higher at the oxide/metal interface than that at the oxide/atmosphere

interface. Nevertheless, oxygen atoms and ions will diffuse inwardly since the activity of

these reactants is lower at the oxide/metal interface than that at the oxide/atmosphere

interface. When the oxygen anions and metal cations meet in the oxide gror,vth zone,

more oxide forms. In this way, the thickness of the oxide f,rlm increases, and the rate of

growth is controlled by the diffusion of the reactants through the oxide lattice. SIMS

analysis results show that the higher the temperature, the further the oxygen diffusion

distance. Due to the radii of metal ions being smaller than that of oxygen ions, metal ions



have a higher mobility than oxygen atoms/ions during the process of diffi.rsion through

the oxide frlm. Therefore, the oxide growth occurs nearer the oxide/atmosphere interface

than the metal/oxide interface.
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A.I.2 The Relationship of Silicon Content with Distance from the Metal Surf¿rce

The correlation of silicon content with distance from the metal surface is indicated in

Fig. 23 r,vhere the bulk intensities have again been normalized. As the temperatlire

increases, the content of silicon increases in the oxide layer. For the room temperature

specimen. rvhen the distance is 50 Å, there exists a silicon depletion zone just beneath the

surface of the oxide layer. The silicon from this zone has diffused towards the surface of

the metal to form a higher concentration of silicon. However, for the 200"C and 400'C

specimens, there are no obviously silicon depletion zones as shown in Fig. 23. The origin

of the higher Si concentrations in the oxide films of the 200'C and 400'C specimens is

not clear.

Szklarskatlsl suggested that silicon and its compounds exert a detrimental effect on

the pitting resistance of the materials if segregated at the grain boundaries or present in

the form of inclusions in the materials. In addition, silicon and its compounds will

damage the continuity of the oxide film formed on the surface of the materials. The

higher the content of silicon in the oxide layer, the less the corrosion resistance of the

oxide layer.
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4.1.3 The Relationship of Chromium Content with Distance from the Metal

Surface

Fig. 24 shows the relationship of Cr content with distance from the metal surface.

Within the first 30 Å, Cr content of the room temperature specimen is higher than that of

specimens vacuum annealed at 400'C and 200'C. Usually, the corrosion resistance of

stainless steel is attributed to the Cr-rich oxide film formed on the surface. Therefore, a

high content of chromium in the oxide f,rlm will improve the corrosion resistance of the

oxide film. However, too high an enrichment of ch¡omium in the oxide layer will result

in a chromium depletion zone in the region beneath the oxide layer. Cr for the enriched

layer comes from the zone immediately adjacent to the layer and at low temperature the

diffusion rate of Cr from the bulk is not sufficient to replenish the depleted zone. The

existence of a chromium depletion zone will decrease the corrosion resistance of the

oxide layer. For the room temperature specimen, an obvious chromium depletion zone

approximately 150 Å in length can be seen from Fig.24, but for the 200"C and 400"C

specimens a chromium depletion zone is not evident.
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4.1.4 The Relationship of Iron Content with Distance from the Metal Surface

The change of iron content with distance from the metal surface is given in Fig. 25.

At the surface of the oxide layer, the iron content is very low compared to the bulk.

However, as the distance increases, the iron content rises quickly essentially reaching its

bulk value at depths of about 50 Ä. for all the specimens.

The concentration gradient of iron in the oxide f,rlm will likely cause the diffusion of

iron from the bulk to the metal surface and this iron will react with oxygen to form

oxides. Unfortunately, an oxide layer enriched in iron offer little corrosion resistance fbr

the specimen.

4.1.5 The Relationship of Nickel Content and Molybdenum Content with Distance

from the Metal Surface

The correlation of nickel content with distance is shown in Fig. 26. For distances less

than 50,4,, the Ni content of the room temperature sample is the highest, followed by the

200'C sample with the 400'C sample being the lowest. At distances greater than 50 Ä,

the Ni contents of all three samples are similar.

Nickel promotes formation of the passive oxide film in a reducing environment.

Some investigationsl80'e2] have shown that nickel is beneficial in extending the range of

stable passivity and may improve the corrosion resistance of the material. However, Fig.

26 shows that the Ni content remains above the bulk value to a distance of about 300 Ä,

the Cr content remains below the bulk value up to about 300 Ä as shown in Fig. 24. Since

the increased Ni content near the metal surface results in a decreased Cr content, the

corrosion resistance may not be improved by the increased Ni content.
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The changing of Mo content with distance from the metal surface is shown in Fig.

27. For the room temperature and 400"C specimens, the Mo content is low while that of

the 200'C specimen is considerably higher. While the presence of Mo is known to

increase the pitting corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels, its influence on the

character of the oxide film is unclear. Montemor et altsal suggested that the presence of

Mo increased the amount of Cr in the oxide film but had no influence effect on the oxide

thickness. Mathieu et al[87] suggested that the presence of Mo in the metal/oxide interface

could decrease the activity of the metallic ion or act as a diffusion barrier for the Fe and

Cr ions in the oxide.
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4.1.6 The Variation of Me/O Ratio with Distance from the Metal Surface

The ratios of CrlO, Si/O and Fe/O with distance from the metal surface are shorvn in

Fig. 28 - 30. Fig. 28 shows that as the distance increases fiom the metal surface, the rario

of CrlO increases. At a distance of 20 Ã, the CrlO ratio remains constant for a distance

which represents the thickness of a stoichiometric oxide layer. For the room temperature

and 200'C specimens, the thickness of the oxide layers is 5 - 10 pm, while the thickness

of the oxide layer for the 400"C specimen is 50 Ä.. Equation (48) can explain this

tendency. The diffusion of the reactants is controlled by temperature and the activity

gradient in the oxide layer. For the room temperature and 200.C specimens, the

temperature is low and comparatively a few chromium ions can diffuse from the bulk to

the surface of the metal. Also, oxygen cannot diffuse long distances to meet metal ions as

Fig.22 shows. Therefore, just a thin oxide layer forms on the surface of the metal. As the

temperature is increased to 400oC, the diffusion rates of the chromium and oxygen ions

increase and a thicker oxide layer results.

The ratios of Si/O with distance are similar to those for CrlO as shown in Fig. 29

with a stoichiometric oxide forming at a distance of about 20 Ã from the surface.

However, for the 200"C specimen, only a slight SiOz oxide forms. For the room

temperature specimen, the thickness of SiO2 is nearly 10 Ä. and for the 400.C specimen,

50 Å. The Fe/O ratio given in Fig. 30 shows that a stoichiometric Fe oxide does not form.
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4.1.7 The CrlFe Ratio

Kerber and Tverberg[48] have indicated that a high Cr/Fe ratio is beneficial to the

corrosion resistance of type 3l6L stainless steel. The CrlFe ratios for the specimens with

the oxide film formed under different condition are shown is Fig. 31. At a distance of 20

Å from the surface, the CrlFe ratios for the room temperature, the 200.C and the 400"C

specimens are all above or nearly equal to t. This means that at the surface of the oxide

Iayer, the amount of Cr2o3 equals or exceeds the amount of Fe2O3. This is beneficial to

the corrosion resistance of the materials. For the 400"C specimens, the elevated CrlFe

ratio curves extends further into the materials than that for the room temperature and the

200"C specimens.

Since the free energies of formation of CrzO¡ and Fe2O3 are -250.0 and -176.g

kcal/mole respectively, Crzo: is more stable than Fe2o3. Therefore, the selective

oxidation of chromium will be favored by a higher diving forces than the oxidation of

iron and the chromium surface enrichment should be further promoted of oxidation

occllrs in a vacuum at low oxygen concentrations. At lor.v temperature (at or below 200

oC), the oxide fìlm comprises a mixture of chromium and iron oxides with the amount of

chromium oxide exceeding that of iron oxide. This is beneficial to the conosion

resistance of the oxide film. However, as the temperature increases to 400oC, the

diffusion rate of iron in the oxide layer increases. Therefore, more iron diffuses from the

bulk to the surface of the oxide layer to form iron oxide, thus reducing the amount of

ch¡omium oxide and this could reduce the corrosion resistance of the oxide layer.
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4.1.8 summary of the Effect of Different oxidation Treatments

The CrlO ratio given in Fig. 28 shows that a stoichiometric oxide forms on all the

specimens. The room temperature and 200'C specimens are very similar with the

stoichiometric oxide having a thickness of 20 Å. The 400'C specimen exhibits an oxide

about 50 Ä in thickness. The oxide layers for the room temperature and 200.C specimens

are very similar suggesting that little additional diffusion occlrrs at 200.C compared to

room temperature. The 400"C specimen exhibits larger diffusion gradients of all the

elements as would be expected because of the increased diffusion rate at elevated

temperatures.

Vacuum annealing at elevated temperature resulted in the formation of an oxide film

on type 3l6L stainless steel which contains stoichiometric Cr2O3 and no stoichiometric

Fe2o3. This should result in improved corrosion resistance for the stainless steel.

However, the existence of stoichiometric SiOz in the oxide film may reduce co¡rosion

protection for the underlying stainless steel.
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B. Electrochemical Polarization Test Results

B.l Effect of Surface Preparation on the Electrochemical Behavior of the Oxicte

Film Formed on 3f 6L Stainless Steels

Electrochemical polarization studies are most often performed on specimens sanded

to 600 grit. However, surface analysis using SIMS is best performed on polished

specimens. Therefore, tests were conducted to determine the effect of surface finish on

the electrochemical behavior. Polarization curves for the two different surface finishes

are compared in Fig. 32. It is shown that the critical potential, E., of the mechanically

polished specimen is nearly 200 mv higher than that of the sanded specimens, Electrode

potential denotes the energy barrier that must be overcome when an atom transforms into

an anion or vice-versa. Critical potential is defined as the potential above which pits will

nucleate and develop in the material. A higher critical potential means that a higher

energy barrier must be overcome before pits occur, and therefore the material has

increased pitting resistance. Since mechanically polished specimens have higher critical

potentials than sanded specimens, mechanical polishing can improve the pitting

resistance of materials.

The protection potential or repassivation potentials for both the polished and sanded

specimens are lower than their respective corrosion potentials which means that the

repairing abilities of the oxide fìlms formed on these specimens are not sufficienrly good

to automatically repair the oxide film in the areas where pits form. Therefore, once pits

initiate they will continue to grow.

Often, pits nucleate from inclusions (sulfides, oxides, carbides, etc.) that break the

continuity of the surface oxide film of the specimens. In addition, some local breakdowns
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of the oxide film are responsible for the onset of the localized corrosion attack.

Mechanical polishing smoothes the surface of the specimens to a greater degree than

sanding and therefore promotes the formation of an integral oxide film on the s¡rfäce

which improves the pitting resistance of the specimens.
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8.2 Effect of Oxide Formation Temperature on Electrochemical Behavior of 3l6L

Stainless Steel

Fig. 33 shows the polarization curves for specimens with oxide films formed at room

temperature and vacuum annealing at 200"C for 90 min. To determine if annealing at

200'C had any effect on the electrochemical behavior, specimens were annealed at 200"C

for 90 minutes' then sanded and polished at room temperature. Therefore, for these

specimens the oxide film was formed at room temperature. The polarization curves in

Fig. 33 are "composite" curves which contain average values of E., Eo and Er.r, and Io

from several tests for each type of specimen. The corrosion potential, E.o* is the potential

for zero net cur¡ent, which means that the rate of the oxidation reaction is equal to the

rate of the reduction reaction. E.o' therefore represents an equilibrium condition.

There are two reversible reactions occurring on the surface of the specimen when

corrosion is occurring. One is metal/alloy dissolution, and the other is metal/alloy oxide

formation. If the rate of dissolution is greater than that of oxide formation, the metal will

dissolve and pits will form. If the oxide formation rate is greater than the dissolution rate,

the oxide film willthicken and previously formed pits will be repassivated with the oxide

film' Hence' these exists a potential called the protection potential or repassive potential.

Ep' At potentials where Ep<E<E., previously nucleated pits will grow; on the other hand.

at potentials where E<Eo pits can not nucleate and pits previously nucleated will be

repaired automatically. Therefore, the more positive the value of Eo, the higher the

repairing ability of the oxide film.

In general, the difference between the critical potential and the protection potential is

the factor used to evaluate the crevice corrosion resistance of the material. The smaller
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the difference of these two potentials, the higher the crevice corrosion resistance of the

material.

Fig. 33 shows that the electrochemical polarization curves for specimens with oxicle

films formed at 200"C and room temperature are nearly identical. They all have a

passivation region with passive current densities of about 1000n4/cm2. Moreover, their

protection potentials are slightly higher than or equal to their rest potentials, which

indicates that the oxide f,rlms have a modest ability for automatic repassivation and

perhaps some crevice corrosion resistance.

The electrochemical polarization curves for 3l6L stainless steels with oxide f,rlms

formed during vacuum annealing at temperatures from 300"C to 600'C are shown in Fig.

34. The polarization curves for specimens annealed at 500'C and above have no

passivation range, which indicates that the oxide layers formed above 500.C have no

protection for 316L stainless steel. The specimens with oxide layers formed at 300"C and

400"C exhibit a passivation range in the anodic polarization curve. Though the 400.C

specimen has a slightly higher critical potential than the 300'C specimen, its oxide film

tends to breaks down intermittently in the passivation region. Therefore, the oxide hlm

formed at 400'C has no greater pitting corrosion resistance than that formed at 300.C.

Further, the protection potentials of the alloys vacuumed annealed at 300.C and 400.C

are also almost the same and are below the corrosion potentials. Therefore, the oxide

layers formed at 300"C and 400oC have little crevice corrosion resistance.
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Comparing Fig. 33 with Fig. 34, as the oxidation temperature is increased from

200'C to 600oC, the crevice corrosion resistance is decreased. This conclusion is

supported by the SIMS analyses. As the temperature of oxide formation was increased

from room temperature to 200'C to 400"C, the silicon content (Fig. 23) and the Si/O ratio

(Fig. 29) in the first 50 Å of the oxide layer increased while the CrlO ratio (Fig. 28)

decreased. For the 400"C specimen, a higher silicon content (Fig. 23) and lower CrlO

ratio (Fig.28) exists inthe first 80 A, of the oxide layer.

The corrosion current for a metal sample having a surface oxide layer is given by

I_ ."...(4e)
R+P.+Po

where

E is the potential,

I is the current passing through the oxide film,

R is the ohmic resistance of the oxide film,

Pç and Pa are the cathodic and anodic polarization resistances respectively.

For 316L stainless steel, chromium and iron are the two mairr elements which

participate in oxidation. From the standpoint of electrical resistance, CrzOs is 10 Ç)-cm,

while Fe2O3 is 10-2 Ç)-cm. Thus, CrzO¡ offers more corosion resistance than Fe2O3 since

the higher electrical resistance results in a higher corrosion resistance according to

Equation (a9). In addition, CrzOi forms early in most solutions, and therefore it is

important for 3l6L stainless steel to possess high chromium contents. As a result, the

corrosion resistance of stainless steel is primarily determined by its own chromium

content and by the chemical composition of the oxide film formed on the alloys.
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The ionic radius of Cr3* is 0.65 Å while that of Fe3* is 0.75 A. This facilitates a

preferential movement of Cr3* ions into the surface of the alloy during oxidation and

consequentl-"- a preferential formation of Cr2O3. In addition, the smaller radius of Cri*

leads to the formation of an oxide with relatively smaller lattice parameters than ferric

ions, which results in a high resistance to the diffusion of corrosive ions through its

lattice. Hence, Cr2O3 has a higher corrosion resistance than does Fe2O3.

From the viewpoint of selective oxidation, the oxidation of chromium is driven by a

higher energy than that of iron, since the free energies of formation of Cr2O3 are higher

than that of Fe2O3, and thus CrzO¡ is more stable than Fe2O3. As a result, the oxide film

of Cr2O3 plays an important role in protecting 316L stainless steels from corrosion.

Therefore, a low CrlO ratio in the oxide film is detrimental to the corrosion resistance of

the specimen. Moreover, silicon existing on the surface of the oxide layer will damage

the continuity of the oxide layer, so that detrimental chemical substances (eg. Cl-) may

diffuse through these discontinuities pits to the bulk of the materials and react with

elements there to cause corrosion of the materials.

From equation (8a), the potentials symbolize the change of Gibbs free energy, which

represents the tendency to transform in the equation. However, it is impossible to

accurately predict the velocity of a reaction by considering only the change in free

energy. in order to obtain information about the velocity of reactions, current intensity

must be considered. In general, the corrosion rate can be deduced from the

electrochemical polarization curves by extending the Tafel region of the cathodic cllrve to

the corrosion potential. The current density at that intersection is the corrosion rate of that
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specimen since the reduction rate (cathodic reaction rate) is equal to the oxidatio¡ rate

(corrosion rate) at the corrosion potential.

Fig. 35 compares the effects of temperature of oxide formation and surface

preparation on the corrosion rates of 3l6L stainless steel. The corrosion rates for

specimens with oxide films formed above 500'C are much higher than for other

treatments. The corrosion rate for 500'C is 0.4 mils per year (MPY*) and that of 600.C is

more than 0.9 MPY. The corrosion rates for other treatments are very similar, in the

range 0.04 to 0.2MPY. Therefore, if the temperature of formation of the oxide fìlm is

below 500oC, the corrosion rate of the specimen is independent of the temperature of

oxide film formation. Also, the corrosion rates for sanded specimens and polished

specimens are nearly the same which suggests that the surface preparation has little effect

on the corrosion rate of the specimen.

The electrochemical polarization parameters for the specimens with different thermal

annealing treatments are presented in Table 5 and the values of corrosion potential, E.orr,

critical potential, E., and passivating potential, Eo, in Figs. 36 - 38. The time of thermal

anneal was 90 min for each of these specimens. The bars in Fig. 36 - 38 indicate the

range of values observed.

* I MPY:0.001" per year corrosion rate
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As Received (Sanded 600 griQ

Conditions

Table 5 Electrocherncial Testing Results for Oxide Films Formed in Vacuum Systenr

As received mechanical
polishing (0.25pm)

200oC, 30 min, 7.8x l0-ó Torr

200oC, 90 min, sanded 600 grit

200oC, 90 min, 8.3x10-6 Torr

8..r,(V)

200"C, 90 min, 8.3x10-Ó Torr
then polished

-0.271

-0.221

300oC, 90 min, 7.9x10-6 Torr

-0.204

400oC,30 min, 1.0x10-) Torr

-0.r92

400oC, 90 min, 6.3x 10-6 Torr

-0.217

E.(Ð

400oC, I50 min, 8.1x10-6 Ton

-0.235

0.079

500oC, 90 min, 4.5x l0-6 Torr

-0.254

\o

0.1 33

-0.088

0.238

-0.169

0.342

-0.217

En(V)

0.342
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0.083

-0.221

0.r42
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-0.1 15

I,,(nA/Cm2)

0.r88

-0. i 96
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0.33 5
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Fig. 36 shows that as the temperature of oxide formation increases from room

temperature to 500oC, the corrosion potentials change very little. In addition, the

corrosion potentials for sanded specimens are nearly the same as for polished specimens.

Therefore, oxide formation temperatures below 500'C and surface preparation have little

effect on the corrosion potential of the specimen.

Fig. 37 shows the effect of oxide fonnation temperature and surface preparation on

the critical potential of the oxide film. As the temperature of oxide formation increases.

critical potentials decrease, which means that the pitting resistance of the specimens

decreased with increasing temperature of oxide formation. Sanded specimens oxidized at

room temperature have the lowest critical potentials in Fig. 37 with values of about 0.100

V vs SCE whereas the polished specimens oxidized at room temperature have critical

potentials of about 0.300 V vs SCE. Therefore, polishing significantly improves the

pitting resistance of 316L specimens.

The effect of oxidation temperature on the protection potentials is nearly identical to

that on the critical potential as shown in Fig. 38. As the oxidation temperature is

increased, the protection potential is decreased. And the protection potential of the sanded

specimen has little difference from that of polished specimen, which suggests that surface

treatment has little effect on the protection potential. Protection potential represents the

repairing ability of the oxide film formed on the surface of the specimen, therefore, as the

temperature increased, the repairing abilities of the oxide films decreased.

The pitting corrosion resistance of a material is actually dependent upon the

difference between its critical and corrosion potentials. The effect of temperature of oxide

formation on the difference between the critical potential and corrosion potential is
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shorvn in Fig. 39. As the temperature of oxide formation is increased to 400'C. the

dif-ference of the two potentials is decreased and thus the resistance to pitting corrosion is

decreased. The specimens with oxide films formed at 500"C and 600"C exhibited active

behavior, not passive behavior and therefore these specimens exhibited no critical pitting

potential. It is interesting to note that potential differences for polished specimens are

much higher than those for sanded specimens. Therefore, polishing improves the pitting

resistance of specimens and increasing temperature of oxide formation decreases the

pitting resistance of the specimens.

Crevice corrosion resistance of a material can be represented by the difference

between the critical potential and the protection potential. Fig. 40 shows the effect of

surface preparation and temperature of oxide formation on the crevice corrosion

resistance of the specimen. The sanded specimen exhibits the lowest value of E.-Epp,

about 0.325 V, while all the polished specimens exhibit values of 0.400 to 0.525 V for

E.-Epp ',vith the temperature of oxide formation having little influence on these values.

However, the electrochemical polarization curves for all the specimens, Fig. 32,33,34,

shows that the protection potential is below, or at best equal to the cor¡osion potential and

therefore none of the surface treatments add significant resistance to crevice corrosion.

To have good resistance to pitting and crevice corrosion, a material should have a high

value of E.-E.o,,, a low value of E.-Eoo, and Eoo should be greater (more noble) than E"or,.
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8.3 Effect of Vacuum Annealing Time at 400oC on the Electrochemieal Behavior of

316L Stainless Steel

Electrochemical polarization curves and the corrosion rate of specimens with oxide

films formed for different times are shown in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 respectively. AII the

specimens were vacuum annealed at 400'C. While the specimen treated for 150 min has

the highest critical potential, its corrosion rate is also the highest. 0.2 MPY. For the 30

min and 90 min specimens, the critical potential, protection potential and corrosion rate

are nearly the same, 0.2V vs SCE, -0.200V vs SCE and = 0.03 MPY respectively. Hence.

oxide formation times at 400'C in excess of 90 minutes are detrimental to corrosion

resistance.
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V. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of our experiments was to cease the corrosion of type 316L

stainless steel by artifìcially thickening oxide film on its surface, which can be obtained

by using vacuum annealing treatment. Surface treatment, temperature and time were

three factors to effect the corrosion resistance of the oxide hlm. By investigating seven

types of specimens at different surface treatment, temperature and time, some

conclusions can be obtained:

l. Oxide films formed in a vacuum of 5x10-6 torr at 200'C and 400oC showed increased

Cr contents and decreased Fe contents in the oxide hlm compared to the bulk

material.

2. A region of essentially constant CrlO ratio in the oxide films formed at 200'C and

400'C was attained. This indicates the presence of a stoichiometeric ch¡omium oxide.

The presence of chromium oxide should enhance the corrosion resistance of the

a
J.

4.

5.

stainless steel.

No region of constant Fe/O ratio was

stoicheometric iron oxide which should

stainless steel.

observed. This indicates the absence of a

also improve the corrosion resistance of the

A region of essentially constant Si/O ratio in the oxide fìlm rvas observed. This may

detract from the corrosion resistance of the stainless steel.

Polishing the surface of the specimens to 0.25 ¡rm increased the critical pitting

potential by about 0.2 v compared to sanding the surface to 600 grit paper. This

increase in pitting potential indicates that the polished specimens have much

improved resistance to pitting corrosion.

n7



6.

7.

An oxide film formed in a vacuum of 5x10-6 torr at 200"C was very similar to the

film formed in air at room temperature. This similarity was reflected by similar

electrochemcial porperties.

The oxide film formed at 400'C was over twice as thick as those formed at 200"C or

room temperature. However, the electrochemical properties of specimens having such

fìlms were slightly inferior to specimens with oxide films formed at lower

temperature.

8. Films formed in vacuum at 500'C and 600'C offered no corrosion resistance to the

stainless steel. Electrochemical studies showed that these specimens exhibited active

corrosion rather than passive behavior.

9. To obtain an oxide film with good corrosion resistance, the annealing

excess 90 min.

time should not

By vacuum annealing treatment, an oxide film is formed on the surface of type 3 16L

stainless steel. As the temperature increased, the thickness of the oxide film increased.

Hor,vever, the results of electrochemical corrosion tests showed that as the temperature

increased the corrosion resistance of the oxide fìlm decreased. Films formed in vacuum at

500'C and 600'C offered little corrosion resistance to the stainless steel. In addition,

mechanical polishing significantly improved the pitting resistance compared to the

sanded treatment.

Therefore, in order to improve the corrosion resistance of the oxide film, mechanical

polishing or electrochemical polishing should be used to prepare the surface of the

surface of the specimen. Moreover, the reason of the silicon concentration on the surface

of the oxide film should be investigated and the silicon should be avoided enriching on

r l8



the surface of the oxide film. The experiments proved that the annealing temperature

should be lor,ver than 500'C and time should be 90 min.

Since the atmospheric pressure and oxygen pressure are important factors effectively

the performance of the oxide film, lower vacuum pressures than 5x10-6 ton to should be

tried to determine if an oxide film having further resistance to crevice corrosion can be

obtained.

Furthermore, the corrosion resistance of type 3l6L stainless steel passviated in 20Yo

HNO3 solution at 50 - 60"C also has been investigated. Limited results indicate that

passivation in20o/o HNO3 solution significantly improves the corrosion resistance of type

3l6L stainless steel by decreasing the corrosion current density from 103n4/cm2 to 102

nA./cm2 and increasing the pitting potential. An investigation concerning the corrosion

resistance of 316L stainless steel passivated in 20Yo HNO¡ followed by a high

temperature vacuum oxidation treatment may prove interesting.

il9
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